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Section 1. Authority

This regulation is adopted and promulgated by the Commissioner of Insurance pursuant to Section [insert section] of the Insurance Code.

Section 2. Purpose

The purpose of this regulation is to:

A. Establish a uniform order of benefit determination under which plans pay claims;
B. Reduce duplication of benefits by permitting a reduction of the benefits to be paid by plans that, pursuant to rules established by this regulation, do not have to pay their benefits first; and
C. Provide greater efficiency in the processing of claims when a person is covered under more than one plan.

Section 3. Definitions

As used in this regulation, these words and terms have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

A. (1) “Allowable expense,” except as set forth below or where a statute requires a different definition, means any health care expense, including coinsurance or copayments and without reduction for any applicable deductible, that is covered in full or in part by any of the plans covering the person.

(2) If a plan is advised by a covered person that all plans covering the person are high-deductible health plans and the person intends to contribute to a health savings account established in accordance with Section 223 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the primary high-deductible health plan’s deductible is not an allowable expense, except for any health care expense incurred that may not be subject to the deductible as described in Section 223(c)(2)(C) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

(3) An expense or a portion of an expense that is not covered by any of the plans is not an allowable expense.

(4) Any expense that a provider by law or in accordance with a contractual agreement is prohibited from charging a covered person is not an allowable expense.

(5) The following are examples of expenses that are not allowable expenses:
(a) If a person is confined in a private hospital room, the difference between the cost of a semi-private room in the hospital and the private room is not an allowable expense, unless one of the plans provides coverage for private hospital room expenses.

(b) If a person is covered by two (2) or more plans that compute their benefit payments on the basis of usual and customary fees or relative value schedule reimbursement or other similar reimbursement methodology, any amount charged by the provider in excess of the highest reimbursement amount for a specified benefit is not an allowable expense.

(c) If a person is covered by two (2) or more plans that provide benefits or services on the basis of negotiated fees, any amount in excess of the highest of the negotiated fees is not an allowable expense.

(d) If a person is covered by one plan that calculates its benefits or services on the basis of usual and customary fees or relative value schedule reimbursement or other similar reimbursement methodology and another plan that provides its benefits or services on the basis of negotiated fees, the primary plan’s payment arrangement shall be the allowable expense for all plans. However, if the provider has contracted with the secondary plan to provide the benefit or service for a specific negotiated fee or payment amount that is different than the primary plan’s payment arrangement and if the provider’s contract permits, that negotiated fee or payment shall be the allowable expense used by the secondary plan to determine its benefits.

Drafting Note: Many plans negotiate rates with physicians, hospitals and other providers that are lower than the providers’ usual and customary charges using other reimbursement methodology, such as relative value schedule reimbursement or other similar reimbursement methodology. Because the provider has agreed to accept the negotiated payment, less any required deductibles, coinsurance or copayments for the services, COB is not to be used to increase the provider payment. Conversely, because the provider has agreed to accept the negotiated payment, less any required deductibles, coinsurance or copayments for the services, COB is not to be used to decrease the amount the provider has negotiated to accept in payment for the services. This provision limits COB allowable expense to the negotiated rate. Plans should include provisions in their provider contracts to account for payments under coordination of benefits.

(6) The definition of “allowable expense” may exclude certain types of coverage or benefits such as dental care, vision care, prescription drug or hearing aids. A plan that limits the application of COB to certain coverages or benefits may limit the definition of allowable expense in its contract to expenses that are similar to the expenses that it provides. When COB is restricted to specific coverages or benefits in a contract, the definition of allowable expense shall include similar expenses to which COB applies.

Drafting Note: The intent of this provision is to permit plans to limit the extent of coordination to plans with similar types of coverages or benefits, e.g., coordination of health plans with health plans or dental plans with dental plans, etc.

(7) When a plan provides benefits in the form of services, the reasonable cash value of each service will be considered an allowable expense and a benefit paid.

(8) The amount of the reduction may be excluded from allowable expense when a covered person’s benefits are reduced under a primary plan:

(a) Because the covered person does not comply with the plan provisions concerning second surgical opinions or precertification of admissions or services; or

(b) Because the covered person has a lower benefit because the covered person did not use a preferred provider.

B. “Birthday” refers only to month and day in a calendar year and does not include the year in which the individual is born.
C. “Claim” means a request that benefits of a plan be provided or paid. The benefits claimed may be in the form of:

(1) Services (including supplies);

(2) Payment for all or a portion of the expenses incurred;

(3) A combination of Paragraphs (1) and (2); or

(4) An indemnification.

D. “Closed panel plan” means a plan that provides health benefits to covered persons primarily in the form of services through a panel of providers that have contracted with or are employed by the plan, and that excludes benefits for services provided by other providers, except in cases of emergency or referral by a panel member.

E. “Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985” or “COBRA” means coverage provided under a right of continuation pursuant to federal law.

F. “Coordination of benefits” or “COB” means a provision establishing an order in which plans pay their claims, and permitting secondary plans to reduce their benefits so that the combined benefits of all plans do not exceed total allowable expenses.

G. “Custodial parent” means:

(1) The parent awarded custody of a child by a court decree; or

(2) In the absence of a court decree, the parent with whom the child resides more than one half of the calendar year without regard to any temporary visitation.

H. (1) “Group-type contract” means a contract that is not available to the general public and is obtained and maintained only because of membership in or a connection with a particular organization or group, including blanket coverage.

(2) “Group-type contract” does not include an individually underwritten and issued guaranteed renewable policy even if the policy is purchased through payroll deduction at a premium savings to the insured since the insured would have the right to maintain or renew the policy independently of continued employment with the employer.

I. “High-deductible health plan” has the meaning given the term under Section 223 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended by the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003.

J. (1) “Hospital indemnity benefits” means benefits not related to expenses incurred.

(2) “Hospital indemnity benefits” does not include reimbursement-type benefits even if they are designed or administered to give the insured the right to elect indemnity-type benefits at the time of claim.

K. (1) “Plan” means a form of coverage with which coordination is allowed. Separate parts of a plan for members of a group that are provided through alternative contracts that are intended to be part of a coordinated package of benefits are considered one plan and there is no COB among the separate parts of the plan.

Drafting Note: A state may choose to allow coordination only between group plans within its COB rules. In that case, a state would need to modify Section 3K(4) to exempt certain coverages from the definition of “plan.”
(2) If a plan coordinates benefits, its contract shall state the types of coverage that will be considered in applying the COB provision of that contract. Whether the contract uses the term “plan” or some other term such as “program,” the contractual definition may be no broader than the definition of “plan” in this subsection. The definition of “plan” in the model COB provision in Appendix A is an example.

(3) “Plan” includes:

(a) Group and nongroup insurance contracts and subscriber contracts;
(b) Uninsured arrangements of group or group-type coverage;
(c) Group and nongroup coverage through closed panel plans;
(d) Group-type contracts;
(e) The medical care components of long-term care contracts, such as skilled nursing care;
(f) The medical benefits coverage in automobile “no fault” and traditional automobile “fault” type contracts;
(g) Medicare or other governmental benefits, as permitted by law, except as provided in Paragraph (4)(h). That part of the definition of plan may be limited to the hospital, medical and surgical benefits of the governmental program; and
(h) Group and nongroup insurance contracts and subscriber contracts that pay or reimburse for the cost of dental care.

(4) “Plan” does not include:

(a) Hospital indemnity coverage benefits or other fixed indemnity coverage;
(b) Accident only coverage;
(c) Specified disease or specified accident coverage;
(d) Limited benefit health coverage, as defined in [insert reference in state law equivalent to Section 7 of the NAIC Model Regulation to Implement the Accident and Sickness Insurance Minimum Standards Model Act];
(e) School accident-type coverages that cover students for accidents only, including athletic injuries, either on a twenty-four-hour basis or on a “to and from school” basis;
(f) Benefits provided in long-term care insurance policies for non-medical services, for example, personal care, adult day care, homemaker services, assistance with activities of daily living, respite care and custodial care or for contracts that pay a fixed daily benefit without regard to expenses incurred or the receipt of services;
(g) Medicare supplement policies;
(h) A state plan under Medicaid; or
(i) A governmental plan, which, by law, provides benefits that are in excess of those of any private insurance plan or other non-governmental plan.

L. “Policyholder” means the primary insured named in a nongroup insurance policy.
M. “Primary plan” means a plan whose benefits for a person’s health care coverage must be determined without taking the existence of any other plan into consideration. A plan is a primary plan if:

1. The plan either has no order of benefit determination rules, or its rules differ from those permitted by this regulation; or

2. All plans that cover the person use the order of benefit determination rules required by this regulation, and under those rules the plan determines its benefits first.

N. “Secondary plan” means a plan that is not a primary plan.

Section 4. Applicability and Scope

This regulation applies to all plans that are issued on or after the effective date of this regulation, which is [insert date].

Section 5. Use of Model COB Contract Provision

A. Appendix A contains a model COB provision for use in contracts. The use of this model COB provision is subject to the provisions of Subsections B, C and D and to the provisions of Section 6 of this regulation.

B. Appendix B is a plain language description of the COB process that explains to the covered person how health plans will implement coordination of benefits. It is not intended to replace or change the provisions that are set forth in the contract. Its purpose is to explain the process by which the two (2) or more plans will pay for or provide benefits.

C. The COB provision contained in Appendix A and the plain language explanation in Appendix B do not have to use the specific words and format shown in Appendix A or Appendix B. Changes may be made to fit the language and style of the rest of the contract or to reflect differences among plans that provide services, that pay benefits for expenses incurred and that indemnify. No substantive changes are permitted.

D. A COB provision may not be used that permits a plan to reduce its benefits on the basis that:

1. Another plan exists and the covered person did not enroll in that plan;

2. A person is or could have been covered under another plan, except with respect to Part B of Medicare; or

3. A person has elected an option under another plan providing a lower level of benefits than another option that could have been elected.

E. No plan may contain a provision that its benefits are “always excess” or “always secondary” except in accordance with the rules permitted by this regulation.

F. Under the terms of a closed panel plan, benefits are not payable if the covered person does not use the services of a closed panel provider. In most instances, COB does not occur if a covered person is enrolled in two (2) or more closed panel plans and obtains services from a provider in one of the closed panel plans because the other closed panel plan (the one whose providers were not used) has no liability. However, COB may occur during the plan year when the covered person receives emergency services that would have been covered by both plans. Then the secondary plan shall use the provisions of Section 7 of this regulation to determine the amount it should pay for the benefit.

G. No plan may use a COB provision, or any other provision that allows it to reduce its benefits with respect to any other coverage its insured may have that does not meet the definition of plan under Section 3K of this regulation.
Section 6. Rules for Coordination of Benefits

When a person is covered by two (2) or more plans, the rules for determining the order of benefit payments are as follows:

A.  
(1) The primary plan shall pay or provide its benefits as if the secondary plan or plans did not exist.

(2) If the primary plan is a closed panel plan and the secondary plan is not a closed panel plan, the secondary plan shall pay or provide benefits as if it were the primary plan when a covered person uses a non-panel provider, except for emergency services or authorized referrals that are paid or provided by the primary plan.

(3) When multiple contracts providing coordinated coverage are treated as a single plan under this regulation, this section applies only to the plan as a whole, and coordination among the component contracts is governed by the terms of the contracts. If more than one carrier pays or provides benefits under the plan, the carrier designated as primary within the plan shall be responsible for the plan’s compliance with this regulation.

(4) If a person is covered by more than one secondary plan, the order of benefit determination rules of this regulation decide the order in which secondary plans benefits are determined in relation to each other. Each secondary plan shall take into consideration the benefits of the primary plan or plans and the benefits of any other plan, which, under the rules of this regulation, has its benefits determined before those of that secondary plan.

B.  
(1) Except as provided in Paragraph (2), a plan that does not contain order of benefit determination provisions that are consistent with this regulation is always the primary plan unless the provisions of both plans, regardless of the provisions of this paragraph, state that the complying plan is primary.

Drafting Note: The medical benefits coverage in automobile “no fault” and traditional automobile “fault” type contracts (often referred to as “med pay”), which is included in the definition of “plan” under Section 3K(3) of this model regulation, does not normally contain order of benefit determinations provisions. As such, unless state law or regulation specifies otherwise, in accordance with paragraph (1), such coverage would be primary. Med pay coverage is not liability coverage and is not dependent upon fault.

(2) Coverage that is obtained by virtue of membership in a group and designed to supplement a part of a basic package of benefits may provide that the supplementary coverage shall be excess to any other parts of the plan provided by the contract holder. Examples of these types of situations are major medical coverages that are superimposed over base plan hospital and surgical benefits, and insurance type coverages that are written in connection with a closed panel plan to provide out-of-network benefits.

C. A plan may take into consideration the benefits paid or provided by another plan only when, under the rules of this regulation, it is secondary to that other plan.

D. Order of Benefit Determination

Each plan determines its order of benefits using the first of the following rules that applies:

(1) Non-Dependent or Dependent

(a) Subject to Subparagraph (b) of this paragraph, the plan that covers the person other than as a dependent, for example as an employee, member, subscriber, policyholder or retiree, is the primary plan and the plan that covers the person as a dependent is the secondary plan.

(b) (i) If the person is a Medicare beneficiary, and, as a result of the provisions of Title XVIII of the Social Security Act and implementing regulations, Medicare is:

(I) Secondary to the plan covering the person as a dependent; and
(II) Primary to the plan covering the person as other than a dependent (e.g. a retired employee),

(ii) Then the order of benefits is reversed so that the plan covering the person as an employee, member, subscriber, policyholder or retiree is the secondary plan and the other plan covering the person as a dependent is the primary plan.

Drafting Note: The provisions of Subparagraph (b) address the situation where federal law requires Medicare to be secondary with respect to group health plans in certain situations despite state law order of benefit determination provisions to the contrary. One example of this type of situation arises when a person, who is a Medicare beneficiary, is also covered under his or her own group health plan as a retiree and under a group health plan as a dependent of an active employee. In this situation, each of the three plans is secondary to the other as the following illustrates: (1) Medicare is secondary to the group health plan covering the person as a dependent of an active employee as required pursuant to the Medicare secondary payer rules; (2) the group health plan covering the person as a dependent of an active employee is secondary to the group health plan covering the person as a retiree, as required under Subparagraph (a); and (3) the group health plan covering the claimant as retiree is secondary to Medicare because the plan is designed to supplement Medicare when Medicare is the primary plan. Subparagraph (b) resolves this problem by making the group health plan covering the person as a dependent of an active employee the primary plan. The dependent coverage pays before the non-dependent coverage even though under state law order of benefit determination provisions in the absence of Subparagraph (b), the non-dependent coverage (e.g. retiree coverage) would be expected to pay before the dependent coverage. Therefore, in cases that involve Medicare, generally, the dependent coverage pays first as the primary plan, Medicare pays second as the secondary plan, and the non-dependent coverage (e.g. retiree coverage) pays third.

The reason why Subparagraph (b) provides for this order of benefits making the plan covering the person as dependent of an active employee primary is because Medicare will not be primary in most situations to any coverage that a dependent has on the basis of active employment and, as such, Medicare will not provide any information as to what Medicare would have paid had it been primary. The plan covering the person as a retiree cannot determine its payment as a secondary plan unless it has information about what the primary plan paid. The plan covering the person as a dependent of an active employee could be subject to penalties under the Medicare secondary payer rules if it refuses to pay its benefits. The plan covering the person as a retiree is not subject to the same penalties because, in this particular situation, as described above, which does not involve a person eligible for Medicare based on end-stage renal disease (ESRD), the plan can never be primary to Medicare. As such, out of the three plans providing coverage to the person, the plan covering the person as a dependent of an active employee can determine its benefits most easily.

(2) Dependent Child Covered Under More Than One Plan

Unless there is a court decree stating otherwise, plans covering a dependent child shall determine the order of benefits as follows:

(a) For a dependent child whose parents are married or are living together, whether or not they have ever been married:

(i) The plan of the parent whose birthday falls earlier in the calendar year is the primary plan; or

(ii) If both parents have the same birthday, the plan that has covered the parent longest is the primary plan.

(b) For a dependent child whose parents are divorced or separated or are not living together, whether or not they have ever been married:

(i) If a court decree states that one of the parents is responsible for the dependent child’s health care expenses or health care coverage and the plan of that parent has actual knowledge of those terms, that plan is primary. If the parent with responsibility has no health care coverage for the dependent child’s health care expenses, but that parent’s spouse does, that parent’s spouse’s plan is the primary plan. This item shall not apply with respect to any plan year during which benefits are paid or provided before the entity has actual knowledge of the court decree provision;

(ii) If a court decree states that both parents are responsible for the dependent child’s health care expenses or health care coverage, the provisions of Subparagraph (a) of this paragraph shall determine the order of benefits;

(iii) If a court decree states that the parents have joint custody without specifying that one parent has responsibility for the health care expenses or health care coverage of the dependent child, the provisions of Subparagraph (a) of this paragraph shall determine the order of benefits; or
(iv) If there is no court decree allocating responsibility for the child’s health care expenses or health care coverage, the order of benefits for the child are as follows:

(I) The plan covering the custodial parent;

(II) The plan covering the custodial parent’s spouse;

(III) The plan covering the non-custodial parent; and then

(IV) The plan covering the non-custodial parent’s spouse.

(c) For a dependent child covered under more than one plan of individuals who are not the parents of the child, the order of benefits shall be determined, as applicable, under Subparagraph (a) or (b) of this paragraph as if those individuals were parents of the child.

Drafting Note: Subparagraph (c) addresses the situation where individuals other than the parents of a child are responsible for the child’s health care expenses or provide health care coverage for the child under each of their plans. In this situation, for the purpose of determining the order of benefits under this paragraph, Subparagraph (c) requires that these individuals be treated in the same manner as parents of the child.

(d) (i) For a dependent child who has coverage under either or both parents’ plans and also has his or her own coverage as a dependent under a spouse’s plan, the rule in Paragraph (5) applies.

(ii) In the event the dependent child’s coverage under the spouse’s plan began on the same date as the dependent child’s coverage under either or both parents’ plans, the order of benefits shall be determined by applying the birthday rule in Subparagraph (a) to the dependent child’s parent(s) and the dependent’s spouse.

Drafting Note: Subparagraph (d) is intended to address the situation created by the enactment of Section 2714 of the Public Health Service Act, as that section was added by the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Public Law 111-148) (ACA), as amended by the federal Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 (Public Law 111-152). Section 2714 of the PHSA extended coverage for dependents to age 26 regardless of any dependency factors, such as support, residency, student status or marital status.

(3) Active Employee or Retired or Laid-Off Employee

(a) The plan that covers a person as an active employee that is, an employee who is neither laid off nor retired or as a dependent of an active employee is the primary plan. The plan covering that same person as a retired or laid-off employee or as a dependent of a retired or laid-off employee is the secondary plan.

(b) If the other plan does not have this rule, and as a result, the plans do not agree on the order of benefits, this rule is ignored.

(c) This rule does not apply if the rule in Paragraph (1) can determine the order of benefits.

Drafting Note: This rule applies only in the situation when the same person is covered under two plans, one of which is provided on the basis of active employment and the other of which is provided to retired or laid-off employees. The rule in Paragraph (1) does not apply because the person is covered either as a non-dependent under both plans (i.e. the person is covered under one plan as an active employee and at the same time is covered as a retired or laid-off employee under the other plan) or as a dependent under both plans (i.e. the person is covered under one plan as a dependent of an active employee and at the same time is covered under the other plan as a dependent of a retired or laid-off employee). This rule does not apply when a person is covered under his or her own plan as an active employee or retired or laid-off employee and a dependent under a spouse’s plan provided to the spouse on the basis of active employment. In this situation, the rule in Paragraph (1) applies because the person is covered as a non-dependent under one plan (i.e. the person is covered as an active employee or retired or laid-off employee) and at the same time is covered as a dependent under the other plan (i.e. the person is covered as a dependent under a plan provided on the basis of active employment or a plan that is provided to retired or laid-off employees).
(4) COBRA or State Continuation Coverage

(a) If a person whose coverage is provided pursuant to COBRA or under a right of continuation pursuant to state or other federal law is covered under another plan, the plan covering the person as an employee, member, subscriber or retiree or covering the person as a dependent of an employee, member, subscriber or retiree is the primary plan and the plan covering that same person pursuant to COBRA or under a right of continuation pursuant to state or other federal law is the secondary plan.

(b) If the other plan does not have this rule, and if, as a result, the plans do not agree on the order of benefits, this rule is ignored.

(c) This rule does not apply if the rule in Paragraph (1) can determine the order of benefits.

Drafting Note: COBRA originally provided that coverage under a new group health plan caused the COBRA coverage to end. An amendment passed as part of P.L. 101-239, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (OBRA 89), allows the COBRA coverage to continue if the newly acquired group health plan contains any preexisting condition exclusion or limitation. In this instance two group health plans will cover the person, and the rule above will be used to determine which of the plans determines its benefits first. In addition, some states have continuation provisions comparable to COBRA.

Drafting Note: This rule applies only in the situation when a person has coverage pursuant to COBRA or under a right of continuation pursuant to state or other federal law and has coverage under another plan on the basis of employment. The rule under Paragraph (1) does not apply because the person is covered either: (a) as a non-dependent under both plans (i.e. the person is covered under a right of continuation as a qualified beneficiary who, on the day before a qualifying event, was covered under the group health plan as an employee or as a retired employee and is covered under his or her own plan as an employee, member, subscriber or retiree); or (b) as a dependent under both plans (i.e. the person is covered under a right of continuation as a qualified beneficiary who, on the day before a qualifying event, was covered under the group health plan as a dependent of an employee, member or subscriber or retiree and is covered under the other plan as a dependent of an employee, member, subscriber or retiree). The rule under Paragraph (1) applies when the person is covered pursuant to COBRA or under a right of continuation pursuant to state or other federal law as a non-dependent and covered under the other plan as a dependent of an employee, member, subscriber or retiree. The rule in this paragraph does not apply because the person is covered as a non-dependent under one of the plans and as a dependent under the other plan.

(5) Longer or Shorter Length of Coverage

(a) If the preceding rules do not determine the order of benefits, the plan that covered the person for the longer period of time is the primary plan and the plan that covered the person for the shorter period of time is the secondary plan.

(b) To determine the length of time a person has been covered under a plan, two successive plans shall be treated as one if the covered person was eligible under the second plan within twenty-four (24) hours after coverage under the first plan ended.

(c) The start of a new plan does not include:

(i) A change in the amount or scope of a plan’s benefits;

(ii) A change in the entity that pays, provides or administers the plan’s benefits; or

(iii) A change from one type of plan to another, such as, from a single employer plan to a multiple employer plan.

(d) The person’s length of time covered under a plan is measured from the person’s first date of coverage under that plan. If that date is not readily available for a group plan, the date the person first became a member of the group shall be used as the date from which to determine the length of time the person’s coverage under the present plan has been in force.

(6) If none of the preceding rules determines the order of benefits, the allowable expenses shall be shared equally between the plans.
Section 7. Procedure to be Followed by Secondary Plan to Calculate Benefits and Pay a Claim

In determining the amount to be paid by the secondary plan on a claim, should the plan wish to coordinate benefits, the secondary plan shall calculate the benefits it would have paid on the claim in the absence of other health care coverage and apply that calculated amount to any allowable expense under its plan that is unpaid by the primary plan. The secondary plan may reduce its payment by the amount so that, when combined with the amount paid by the primary plan, the total benefits paid or provided by all plans for the claim do not exceed 100 percent of the total allowable expense for that claim. In addition, the secondary plan shall credit to its plan deductible any amounts it would have credited to its deductible in the absence of other health care coverage.

Section 8. Notice to Covered Persons

A plan shall, in its explanation of benefits provided to covered persons, include the following language: “If you are covered by more than one health benefit plan, you should file all your claims with each plan.”


A. A secondary plan that provides benefits in the form of services may recover the reasonable cash value of the services from the primary plan, to the extent that benefits for the services are covered by the primary plan and have not already been paid or provided by the primary plan. Nothing in this provision shall be interpreted to require a plan to reimburse a covered person in cash for the value of services provided by a plan that provides benefits in the form of services.

B. (1) A plan with order of benefit determination rules that comply with this regulation (complying plan) may coordinate its benefits with a plan that is “excess” or “always secondary” or that uses order of benefit determination rules that are inconsistent with those contained in this regulation (non-complying plan) on the following basis:

   (a) If the complying plan is the primary plan, it shall pay or provide its benefits first;

   (b) If the complying plan is the secondary plan, it shall pay or provide its benefits first, but the amount of the benefits payable shall be determined as if the complying plan were the secondary plan. In such a situation, the payment shall be the limit of the complying plan’s liability; and

   (c) If the non-complying plan does not provide the information needed by the complying plan to determine its benefits within a reasonable time after it is requested to do so, the complying plan shall assume that the benefits of the non-complying plan are identical to its own, and shall pay its benefits accordingly. If, within two (2) years of payment, the complying plan receives information as to the actual benefits of the non-complying plan, it shall adjust payments accordingly.

   (2) If the non-complying plan reduces its benefits so that the covered person receives less in benefits than the covered person would have received had the complying plan paid or provided its benefits as the secondary plan and the non-complying plan paid or provided its benefits as the primary plan, and governing state law allows the right of subrogation set forth below, then the complying plan shall advance to the covered person or on behalf of the covered person an amount equal to the difference.

   (3) In no event shall the complying plan advance more than the complying plan would have paid had it been the primary plan less any amount it previously paid for the same expense or service. In consideration of the advance, the complying plan shall be subrogated to all rights of the covered person against the non-complying plan. The advance by the complying plan shall also be without prejudice to any claim it may have against a non-complying plan in the absence of subrogation.
C. COB differs from subrogation. Provisions for one may be included in health care benefits contracts without compelling the inclusion or exclusion of the other.

D. If the plans cannot agree on the order of benefits within thirty (30) calendar days after the plans have received all of the information needed to pay the claim, the plans shall immediately pay the claim in equal shares and determine their relative liabilities following payment, except that no plan shall be required to pay more than it would have paid had it been the primary plan.

Section 10. Effective Date for Existing Contracts

A. A contract that provides health care benefits and that was issued before the effective date of this regulation shall be brought into compliance with this regulation by:

(1) The later of:
   (a) The next anniversary date or renewal date of the contract; or
   (b) Twelve (12) months following [insert date that the amended regulation is adopted]; or

(2) The expiration of any applicable collectively bargained contract pursuant to which it was written.

B. For the transition period between the adoption of this regulation and the timeframe for which plans are to be in compliance pursuant to Subsection A, a plan that is subject to the prior COB requirements shall not be considered a non-complying plan by a plan subject to the new COB requirements and if there is a conflict between the prior COB requirements under the prior regulation and the new COB requirements under the amended regulation, the prior COB requirements shall apply.
Coordination Of Benefits Model Regulation

APPENDIX A
MODEL COB CONTRACT PROVISIONS

COORDINATION OF THIS CONTRACT’S BENEFITS
WITH OTHER BENEFITS

The Coordination of Benefits (COB) provision applies when a person has health care coverage under more than one Plan. Plan is defined below.

The order of benefit determination rules govern the order in which each Plan will pay a claim for benefits. The Plan that pays first is called the Primary plan. The Primary plan must pay benefits in accordance with its policy terms without regard to the possibility that another Plan may cover some expenses. The Plan that pays after the Primary plan is the Secondary plan. The Secondary plan may reduce the benefits it pays so that payments from all Plans does not exceed 100% of the total Allowable expense.

DEFINITIONS

A. A Plan is any of the following that provides benefits or services for medical or dental care or treatment. If separate contracts are used to provide coordinated coverage for members of a group, the separate contracts are considered parts of the same plan and there is no COB among those separate contracts.

   (1) Plan includes: group and nongroup insurance contracts, health maintenance organization (HMO) contracts, closed panel plans or other forms of group or group-type coverage (whether insured or uninsured); medical care components of long-term care contracts, such as skilled nursing care; medical benefits under group or individual automobile contracts; and Medicare or any other federal governmental plan, as permitted by law.

   (2) Plan does not include: hospital indemnity coverage or other fixed indemnity coverage; accident only coverage; specified disease or specified accident coverage; limited benefit health coverage, as defined by state law; school accident type coverage; benefits for non-medical components of long-term care policies; Medicare supplement policies; Medicaid policies; or coverage under other federal governmental plans, unless permitted by law.

Each contract for coverage under (1) or (2) is a separate Plan. If a Plan has two parts and COB rules apply only to one of the two, each of the parts is treated as a separate Plan.

B. This plan means, in a COB provision, the part of the contract providing the health care benefits to which the COB provision applies and which may be reduced because of the benefits of other plans. Any other part of the contract providing health care benefits is separate from this plan. A contract may apply one COB provision to certain benefits, such as dental benefits, coordinating only with similar benefits, and may apply another COB provision to coordinate other benefits.

C. The order of benefit determination rules determine whether This plan is a Primary plan or Secondary plan when the person has health care coverage under more than one Plan.

When This plan is primary, it determines payment for its benefits first before those of any other Plan without considering any other Plan’s benefits. When This plan is secondary, it determines its benefits after those of another Plan and may reduce the benefits it pays so that all Plan benefits do not exceed 100% of the total Allowable expense.

D. Allowable expense is a health care expense, including deductibles, coinsurance and copayments, that is covered at least in part by any Plan covering the person. When a Plan provides benefits in the form of services, the reasonable cash value of each service will be considered an Allowable expense and a benefit paid. An expense that is not covered by any Plan covering the person is not an Allowable expense. In addition, any expense that a provider by law or in accordance with a contractual agreement is prohibited from charging a covered person is not an Allowable expense.
The following are examples of expenses that are not Allowable expenses:

1. The difference between the cost of a semi-private hospital room and a private hospital room is not an Allowable expense, unless one of the Plans provides coverage for private hospital room expenses.

2. If a person is covered by 2 or more Plans that compute their benefit payments on the basis of usual and customary fees or relative value schedule reimbursement methodology or other similar reimbursement methodology, any amount in excess of the highest reimbursement amount for a specific benefit is not an Allowable expense.

3. If a person is covered by 2 or more Plans that provide benefits or services on the basis of negotiated fees, an amount in excess of the highest of the negotiated fees is not an Allowable expense.

4. If a person is covered by one Plan that calculates its benefits or services on the basis of usual and customary fees or relative value schedule reimbursement methodology or other similar reimbursement methodology and another Plan that provides its benefits or services on the basis of negotiated fees, the Primary plan’s payment arrangement shall be the Allowable expense for all Plans. However, if the provider has contracted with the Secondary plan to provide the benefit or service for a specific negotiated fee or payment amount that is different than the Primary plan’s payment arrangement and if the provider’s contract permits, the negotiated fee or payment shall be the Allowable expense used by the Secondary plan to determine its benefits.

5. The amount of any benefit reduction by the Primary plan because a covered person has failed to comply with the Plan provisions is not an Allowable expense. Examples of these types of plan provisions include second surgical opinions, precertification of admissions, and preferred provider arrangements.

E. Closed panel plan is a Plan that provides health care benefits to covered persons primarily in the form of services through a panel of providers that have contracted with or are employed by the Plan, and that excludes coverage for services provided by other providers, except in cases of emergency or referral by a panel member.

F. Custodial parent is the parent awarded custody by a court decree or, in the absence of a court decree, is the parent with whom the child resides more than one half of the calendar year excluding any temporary visitation.

ORDER OF BENEFIT DETERMINATION RULES

When a person is covered by two or more Plans, the rules for determining the order of benefit payments are as follows:

A. The Primary plan pays or provides its benefits according to its terms of coverage and without regard to the benefits of under any other Plan.

B. (1) Except as provided in Paragraph (2), a Plan that does not contain a coordination of benefits provision that is consistent with this regulation is always primary unless the provisions of both Plans state that the complying plan is primary.

(2) Coverage that is obtained by virtue of membership in a group that is designed to supplement a part of a basic package of benefits and provides that this supplementary coverage shall be excess to any other parts of the Plan provided by the contract holder. Examples of these types of situations are major medical coverages that are superimposed over base plan hospital and surgical benefits, and insurance type coverages that are written in connection with a Closed panel plan to provide out-of-network benefits.

C. A Plan may consider the benefits paid or provided by another Plan in calculating payment of its benefits only when it is secondary to that other Plan.
D. Each Plan determines its order of benefits using the first of the following rules that apply:

(1) Non-Dependent or Dependent. The Plan that covers the person other than as a dependent, for example as an employee, member, policyholder, subscriber or retiree is the Primary plan and the Plan that covers the person as a dependent is the Secondary plan. However, if the person is a Medicare beneficiary and, as a result of federal law, Medicare is secondary to the Plan covering the person as a dependent; and primary to the Plan covering the person as other than a dependent (e.g. a retired employee); then the order of benefits between the two Plans is reversed so that the Plan covering the person as an employee, member, policyholder, subscriber or retiree is the Secondary plan and the other Plan is the Primary plan.

(2) Dependent Child Covered Under More Than One Plan. Unless there is a court decree stating otherwise, when a dependent child is covered by more than one Plan the order of benefits is determined as follows:

(a) For a dependent child whose parents are married or are living together, whether or not they have ever been married:

- The Plan of the parent whose birthday falls earlier in the calendar year is the Primary plan; or
- If both parents have the same birthday, the Plan that has covered the parent the longest is the Primary plan.

(b) For a dependent child whose parents are divorced or separated or not living together, whether or not they have ever been married:

(i) If a court decree states that one of the parents is responsible for the dependent child’s health care expenses or health care coverage and the Plan of that parent has actual knowledge of those terms, that Plan is primary. This rule applies to plan years commencing after the Plan is given notice of the court decree;

(ii) If a court decree states that both parents are responsible for the dependent child’s health care expenses or health care coverage, the provisions of Subparagraph (a) above shall determine the order of benefits;

(iii) If a court decree states that the parents have joint custody without specifying that one parent has responsibility for the health care expenses or health care coverage of the dependent child, the provisions of Subparagraph (a) above shall determine the order of benefits; or

(iv) If there is no court decree allocating responsibility for the dependent child’s health care expenses or health care coverage, the order of benefits for the child are as follows:

- The Plan covering the Custodial parent;
- The Plan covering the spouse of the Custodial parent;
- The Plan covering the non-custodial parent; and then
- The Plan covering the spouse of the non-custodial parent.

(c) For a dependent child covered under more than one Plan of individuals who are the parents of the child, the provisions of Subparagraph (a) or (b) above shall determine the order of benefits as if those individuals were the parents of the child.
(3) Active Employee or Retired or Laid-off Employee. The Plan that covers a person as an active employee, that is, an employee who is neither laid off nor retired, is the Primary plan. The Plan covering that same person as a retired or laid-off employee is the Secondary plan. The same would hold true if a person is a dependent of an active employee and that same person is a dependent of a retired or laid-off employee. If the other Plan does not have this rule, and as a result, the Plans do not agree on the order of benefits, this rule is ignored. This rule does not apply if the rule labeled D(1) can determine the order of benefits.

(4) COBRA or State Continuation Coverage. If a person whose coverage is provided pursuant to COBRA or under a right of continuation provided by state or other federal law is covered under another Plan, the Plan covering the person as an employee, member, subscriber or retiree or covering the person as a dependent of an employee, member, subscriber or retiree is the Primary plan and the COBRA or state or other federal continuation coverage is the Secondary plan. If the other Plan does not have this rule, and as a result, the Plans do not agree on the order of benefits, this rule is ignored. This rule does not apply if the rule labeled D(1) can determine the order of benefits.

(5) Longer or Shorter Length of Coverage. The Plan that covered the person as an employee, member, policyholder, subscriber or retiree longer is the Primary plan and the Plan that covered the person the shorter period of time is the Secondary plan.

(6) If the preceding rules do not determine the order of benefits, the Allowable expenses shall be shared equally between the Plans meeting the definition of Plan. In addition, This plan will not pay more than it would have paid had it been the Primary plan.

EFFECT ON THE BENEFITS OF THIS PLAN

A. When This plan is secondary, it may reduce its benefits so that the total benefits paid or provided by all Plans during a plan year are not more than the total Allowable expenses. In determining the amount to be paid for any claim, the Secondary plan will calculate the benefits it would have paid in the absence of other health care coverage and apply that calculated amount to any Allowable expense under its Plan that is unpaid by the Primary plan. The Secondary plan may then reduce its payment by the amount so that, when combined with the amount paid by the Primary plan, the total benefits paid or provided by all Plans for the claim do not exceed the total Allowable expense for that claim. In addition, the Secondary plan shall credit to its plan deductible any amounts it would have credited to its deductible in the absence of other health care coverage.

B. If a covered person is enrolled in two or more Closed panel plans and if, for any reason, including the provision of service by a non-panel provider, benefits are not payable by one Closed panel plan, COB shall not apply between that Plan and other Closed panel plans.

RIGHT TO RECEIVE AND RELEASE NEEDED INFORMATION

Certain facts about health care coverage and services are needed to apply these COB rules and to determine benefits payable under This plan and other Plans. [Organization responsibility for COB administration] may get the facts it needs from or give them to other organizations or persons for the purpose of applying these rules and determining benefits payable under This plan and other Plans covering the person claiming benefits. [Organization responsibility for COB administration] need not tell, or get the consent of, any person to do this. Each person claiming benefits under This plan must give [Organization responsibility for COB administration] any facts it needs to apply those rules and determine benefits payable.

FACILITY OF PAYMENT

A payment made under another Plan may include an amount that should have been paid under This plan. If it does, [Organization responsibility for COB administration] may pay that amount to the organization that made that payment. That amount will then be treated as though it were a benefit paid under This plan. [Organization responsibility for COB administration] will not have to pay that amount again. The term “payment made” includes providing benefits in the form of services, in which case “payment made” means the reasonable cash value of the benefits provided in the form of services.
RIGHT OF RECOVERY

If the amount of the payments made by [Organization responsibility for COB administration] is more than it should have paid under this COB provision, it may recover the excess from one or more of the persons it has paid or for whom it has paid; or any other person or organization that may be responsible for the benefits or services provided for the covered person. The “amount of the payments made” includes the reasonable cash value of any benefits provided in the form of services.
APPENDIX B
CONSUMER EXPLANATORY BOOKLET

COORDINATION OF BENEFITS

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This is a summary of only a few of the provisions of your health plan to help you understand coordination of benefits, which can be very complicated. This is not a complete description of all of the coordination rules and procedures, and does not change or replace the language contained in your insurance contract, which determines your benefits.

Double Coverage

It is common for family members to be covered by more than one health care plan. This happens, for example, when a husband and wife both work and choose to have family coverage through both employers.

When you are covered by more than one health plan, state law permits your insurers to follow a procedure called “coordination of benefits” to determine how much each should pay when you have a claim. The goal is to make sure that the combined payments of all plans do not add up to more than your covered health care expenses.

Coordination of benefits (COB) is complicated, and covers a wide variety of circumstances. This is only an outline of some of the most common ones. If your situation is not described, read your evidence of coverage or contact your state insurance department.

Primary or Secondary?

You will be asked to identify all the plans that cover members of your family. We need this information to determine whether we are the “primary” or “secondary” benefit payer. The primary plan always pays first when you have a claim.

Any plan that does not contain your state’s COB rules will always be primary.

When This Plan is Primary

If you or a family member are covered under another plan in addition to this one, we will be primary when:

Your Own Expenses

• The claim is for your own health care expenses, unless you are covered by Medicare and both you and your spouse are retired.

Your Spouse’s Expenses

• The claim is for your spouse, who is covered by Medicare, and you are not both retired.

Your Child’s Expenses

• The claim is for the health care expenses of your child who is covered by this plan and

• You are married and your birthday is earlier in the year than your spouse’s or you are living with another individual, regardless of whether or not you have ever been married to that individual, and your birthday is earlier than that other individual’s birthday. This is known as the “birthday rule”;

or

• You are separated or divorced and you have informed us of a court decree that makes you responsible for the child’s health care expenses;

or

• There is no court decree, but you have custody of the child.
Other Situations

We will be primary when any other provisions of state or federal law require us to be.

How We Pay Claims When We Are Primary
When we are the primary plan, we will pay the benefits in accordance with the terms of your contract, just as if you had no other health care coverage under any other plan.

How We Pay Claims When We Are Secondary
We will be secondary whenever the rules do not require us to be primary.

How We Pay Claims When We Are Secondary
When we are the secondary plan, we will pay part or all of the allowable expenses left unpaid, as explained below. An “allowable expense” is a health care expense covered by one of the plans, including copayments, coinsurance and deductibles.

- If there is a difference between the amount the plans allow, we will base our payment on the higher amount. However, if the primary plan has a contract with the provider, our combined payments will not be more than the amount called for in our contract or the amount called for in the contract of the primary plan, whichever is higher. Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and preferred provider organizations (PPOs) usually have contracts with their providers.

- We will determine our payment by subtracting the amount the primary plan paid from the amount we would have paid if we had been primary. We may reduce our payment by any amount so that, when combined with the amount paid by the primary plan, the total benefits paid do not exceed the total allowable expense for your claim. We will credit any amount we would have paid in the absence of your other health care coverage toward our own plan deductible.

- If the primary plan covers similar kinds of health care expenses, but allows expenses that we do not cover, we may pay for those expenses.

- We will not pay an amount the primary plan did not cover because you did not follow its rules and procedures. For example, if your plan has reduced its benefit because you did not obtain pre-certification, as required by that plan, we will not pay the amount of the reduction, because it is not an allowable expense.

Questions About Coordination of Benefits?
Contact Your State Insurance Department

Chronological Summary of Action (all references are to the Proceedings of the NAIC)
1980 Proc. II 22, 26, 588, 592-593 (added section on divorced parents).
1984 Proc. II 9, 20, 536, 616, 625-636 (revised and added birthdate rule and reprinted).
1990 Proc. II 17, 16, 600, 676-677, 678-683 (amended).
2005 Proc. 4th Quarter 1, 48 (adopted by Plenary).
This chart is intended to provide readers with additional information to more easily access state statutes, regulations, bulletins or administrative rulings related to the NAIC model. Such guidance provides readers with a starting point from which they may review how each state has addressed the model and the topic being covered. The NAIC Legal Division has reviewed each state’s activity in this area and has determined whether the citation most appropriately fits in the Model Adoption column or Related State Activity column based on the definitions listed below. The NAIC’s interpretation may or may not be shared by the individual states or by interested readers.

This chart does not constitute a formal legal opinion by the NAIC staff on the provisions of state law and should not be relied upon as such. Nor does this state page reflect a determination as to whether a state meets any applicable accreditation standards. Every effort has been made to provide correct and accurate summaries to assist readers in locating useful information. Readers should consult state law for further details and for the most current information.
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**KEY:**

**MODEL ADOPTION:** States that have citations identified in this column adopted the most recent version of the NAIC model in a **substantially similar manner.** This requires states to adopt the model in its entirety but does allow for variations in style and format. States that have adopted portions of the current NAIC model will be included in this column with an explanatory note.

**RELATED STATE ACTIVITY:** Examples of Related State Activity include but are not limited to: older versions of the NAIC model, statutes or regulations addressing the same subject matter, or other administrative guidance such as bulletins and notices. States that have citations identified in this column only (and nothing listed in the Model Adoption column) have **not** adopted the most recent version of the NAIC model in a **substantially similar manner.**

**NO CURRENT ACTIVITY:** No state activity on the topic as of the date of the most recent update. This includes states that have repealed legislation as well as states that have never adopted legislation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAIC MEMBER</th>
<th>MODEL ADOPTION</th>
<th>RELATED STATE ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>ALA. ADMIN. CODE R. 482-1-128-.01 to 482-1-128-.11; APPS. A &amp; B (2007) (previous version of model) (birthday rule eff. 8/29/87); ALA. CODE § 27-1-17 (1981/2003) (includes payment of claims rules related to COB).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>ALASKA STAT. § 21.42.205 (1997) (authority to adopt regulations).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Samoa</td>
<td>NO CURRENT ACTIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>ARK. ADMIN. CODE 054.00.21-1 to 054.00.21-7 (1988) (birthday rule eff. 1-13-86).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>CONN. AGENCIES REGS. 38A-480-1 to 38A-480-7 (1988) (portions of model) (birthday rule eff. 4-1-88); CONN. GEN. STAT. § 38a-546 (1958/2011); BULLETIN 6-20-2008 (2008).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>18 DEL. ADMIN. CODE §§ 1307-1.0 to 1307-8.0; App. A (1988/2007) (previous version of model) (birthday rule eff. 10-26-88).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIC MEMBER</td>
<td>MODEL ADOPTION</td>
<td>RELATED STATE ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>NO CURRENT ACTIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>NO CURRENT ACTIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIC MEMBER</td>
<td>MODEL ADOPTION</td>
<td>RELATED STATE ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>MINN. R. §§ 2742.0100 to 2742.0500 (1986) (birthday rule eff. 7-4-87); MINN. R. 4685.0950 (1989) (applies to HMOs) (birthday rule eff. 10-9-89); MINN. STAT. § 62A.046 (1990/2010).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>MO. CODE REGS. ANN. tit. 20, § 400-2.030 (1991) (previous version of model) (birthday rule eff. 1-1-86).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>210 NEB. ADMIN. CODE § 39 (2016).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>NEV. REV. STAT. §§ 689B.063 to 689B.064 (1987) (birthday rule eff. 7-1-87).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>N.M. CODE R. § 6.50.9 (2014).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIC MEMBER</td>
<td>MODEL ADOPTION</td>
<td>RELATED STATE ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Marianas</td>
<td>NO CURRENT ACTIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>NO CURRENT ACTIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C. CODE ANN. REGS. 69-43 (1990) (previous version of model) (birthday rule eff. 5-24-90).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td></td>
<td>TENN. COMP. R. &amp; REGS. 0780-1-53 (1987) (birthday rule eff. 3-1-88); MEMORANDUM 5-3-90 (1990) (HMOs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>NO CURRENT ACTIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Islands</td>
<td>NO CURRENT ACTIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## COORDINATION OF BENEFITS MODEL REGULATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAIC MEMBER</th>
<th>MODEL ADOPTION</th>
<th>RELATED STATE ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td>VA. CODE ANN. § 38.2-3405 (1986/1995) (allows coordination between two health insurance plans); § 38.2-3543.1 (1994) (authority to adopt regulation); § 38-2-.3407.13:1 (2000) (requires notice in individual or group plans that intend to coordinate benefits).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Section 1. Authority

The model was initially developed as a series of guidelines rather than a regulation to preserve the flexibility to modify them easily, and to suggest limits on insurer discretion in design of a coordination of benefits provision. 1970 Proc. II 1204.

Section 2. Purpose

Evidence was presented by industry spokespersons in 1969 that payment of duplicated benefits actually increased the cost to the individual insured. They pointed out that coordination of benefits would pay all or most of the incurred expenses of a claimant but would not increase costs to the employer or employees. A survey conducted by the health insurance industry estimated potential overpayments of 7.4% of total benefits paid were avoided by the use of COB provisions. 1969 Proc. II 839-841.

The basic concept of COB, according to the model drafters, was to provide an effective restraint on over-insurance arising from group health insurance contracts, and to provide the covered person with the means to pay all covered expenses in full without profit to the insured, mis-utilization of medical facilities or artificially increased costs of medical care. 1970 Proc. II 1203.

The group charged with development of a model expressed an interest in learning about the administrative problems experienced with group coordination of benefits provisions. An industry memorandum pointed out problems and possible solutions. The most pressing problems enumerated included: (1) administrative expense involved in investigating the existence of other coverage; (2) the necessity of obtaining information about the other coverage from another carrier; (3) delays in claims payments due to the time involved in those investigations; (4) employee understanding and acceptance; and (5) the cooperation of providers. 1969 Proc. II 856.

The original guidelines contained recommendations to insurers regarding claims administration procedures that could be used to expedite claim payments where coordination of benefits was involved. They suggested the use of the Duplicate Coverage Inquiry Form, use of the telephone by claims personnel to speed exchange of coordination of benefits information, data files on other group carriers in the area, and establishment of a time limit before which payment should be made. A clearinghouse was not recommended because of the great expense. 1970 Proc. II 1206.

In order to promote some degree of uniformity in handling coordination of benefits problems, industry organizations such as the International Claims Association, the Health Insurance Association of America, the American Medical Association, and the American Hospital Association developed several uniform approaches. Exhibits presented to the NAIC included a duplicate coverage inquiry form, Statements of Policy by Associations, and informational brochures for the consumer. 1969 Proc. II 858-867.

One department reported to the drafting group on its experience in getting the various types of accident and health coverage providers to agree on standards. Areas of disagreement included whether to include only group coverage, or whether to extend the COB provisions to individually purchased hospital policies and/or casualty forms providing coverage for medical expenses, and whether it was possible to coordinate benefits with a self-insured plan. This state recommended the development of provisions which, when accepted in all jurisdictions, would tend to develop uniformity in the treatment of these problems from coast to coast. 1969 Proc. II 867-868.

Industry spokespersons emphasized that even though there were many problems relative to the concept of coordination of benefits, they were not insurmountable. They stated that the principles were in the public interest and should be kept uppermost in the minds of the NAIC group. They expressed the belief that most problems could be solved by cooperative efforts of the commissioners and the industry. They emphasized the importance of uniform application of regulation to insurance companies, nonprofit hospital and medical service plans and self-insurers. 1970 Proc. I 373-374.
Section 2 (cont.)

When adopting the original guidelines, the committee added a statement clarifying its intent that the guidelines not require the use of a coordination of benefits provisions, but that, if one was included, it must be no less favorable than the substance of the report prepared by the committee. 1971 Proc. I 225.

Coordination of benefits was created as an effective tool to eliminate the potential for profit when a person was covered by more than one group medical plan. Its existence eliminated the incentive to abuse the use of medical and hospital care. 1984 Proc. II 645. Coordination of benefits operated in two phases. First, the rules determined which of two plans would pay first. Next, they determined how much the secondary carrier would pay. 1984 Proc. II 638.

Interested parties encouraged the adoption of the guidelines, saying action by all or a great majority of states would contribute significantly to a larger measure of uniformity of COB contract design and administration, improved understanding of the purpose of COB by those protected by group health insurance, and reduced complaints, which tended to flow largely from the lack of uniformity and from misunderstandings. 1971 Proc. I 230.

In 1984, the NAIC recognized a need to redraft the guidelines into more simplified language. 1984 Proc. II 616. The result was the “easy-to-read” version adopted in June 1985, 1985 Proc. II 627-638, and another attempt to organize the guidelines to be more readable, adopted in December of 1987. 1988 Proc. I 715-728.

It was the consensus of the task force in 1984 that the current model regulation covered HMOs. 1984 Proc. II 648. The draft proposed for adoption in 1985 addressed several problems in connection with coordinating with HMOs. The guidelines were drafted so they would apply on the same basis to insurers, service plans, HMOs and uninsured plans. 1985 Proc. I 611, 617.

When the model was being revisited in 2002, a regulator suggested that Section 2 be renamed from the title “Purpose and Applicability” because the language of the section only discussed the purpose of the model, not its applicability. The provisions were revised to more clearly state the purpose. 2002 Proc. 4th Quarter 282.

The working group drafting revisions received a comment questioning whether the language in Section 2 was accurate. An interested party suggested that Subsection D be revised to reflect that the regulation served to promote greater efficiency in the processing of claims when a person was covered under more than one plan, not just to reduce claims payment delays. After discussion, the working group decided to incorporate the suggestions in the next COB model draft. Subsections B and E would be deleted and Subsection D would be revised as suggested. The chair also asked working group members and interested parties to consider whether a provision should be added to the COB model concerning information sharing between plans. 2003 Proc. 4th Quarter 529.

Section 3. Definitions

A. When the drafters of the original model defined “allowable expense,” the majority felt that over-insurance should be measured on the “total expense” basis, that is, without compartmentalizing the type of expense. The minority favored the concept that compartmentalization of hospital expenses from all other expenses should be permissible and that allowable expenses might be limited solely to the covered expenses of one’s own plan. 1970 Proc. II 1208.

The task force spent a considerable amount of time considering the definition of “allowable expense,” an item which determined the maximum benefit level beyond which over-insurance would be deemed to occur. The service organizations indicated that the definition adopted was not generally suitable to their policy, structure or operations. It was concluded that a rigid position on this subject by the NAIC would not be advised. 1971 Proc. I 233-234.

A change to the guidelines in 1984 made clear that the cost of a private hospital room should be an allowable expense only when its use was deemed necessary in terms of generally accepted medical practice. 1984 Proc. II 624.
Section 3A (cont.)

When considering the HMO issue, regulators agreed that allowable expense meant not only the necessary, reasonable and customary item of expense, but also the reasonable cash value of the services when a plan, such as a HMO, provided services. The concept of providing services was included whenever the concept of paying benefits applied. 1985 Proc. I 619.

For some time the NAIC wrestled with the problem of self-referral or self-directed care, which occurred when a HMO member, who was also covered by a traditional reimbursement plan that was secondary, elected to be treated outside the HMO. This action resulted in the shifting of the cost for health care from what should be the primary plan to what should have been the secondary plan. The apparent remedy within COB was to reduce the benefits payable by the secondary plan. There was a precedent for doing this in certain cost containment programs designed to discourage the use of unnecessary services. Cost containment programs discouraged the use of unnecessary services by increasing the cost of those services to the individual. However, self-referral often dealt with services that were necessary. COB should not be perceived as a vehicle to deprive a person of free choice in the selection of a health care provider. If future experience should indicate that self-referral was becoming a regular occurrence that adversely affected indemnity plans and the health care objectives of HMOs, other approaches would have to be given serious consideration. 1985 Proc. II 620-621.

An industry proposal presented in 1988 provided some cost containment measures for instances when practices such as preadmission certification or second surgical opinion were part of the primary plan. The committee decided to review the proposal and determine whether it would apply to preferred provider organizations and health maintenance organizations. 1988 Proc. II 640.

The industry said it had developed programs to control utilization while assuring that good medical care remains available. One of these areas was network provider programs. If the individual chose to go outside the network, a lower benefit was paid. The industry urged that coordination of benefits be allowed to accommodate the benefit differentials built into the programs as incentives. If the financial incentives were eliminated by the continued presence of a secondary carrier, the checks and balances of these cost containment programs rapidly disappeared. 1988 Proc. II 645-646.

In December of 1988, the NAIC voted to adopt amendments providing that the secondary carrier was not responsible for the differential when benefits were reduced because the covered person did not comply with the cost containment measures of the primary plan. The amendment included differentials related to preferred provider organizations, but specifically excluded instances where an HMO member chose to have health care services provided by a non-HMO provider. 1989 Proc. I 840-841.

In 1994 a committee was formed to look at revisions to the COB model. After reviewing a list of questions, the working group agreed on the answer to one question immediately. The question related to the practice of some physicians to bill the secondary carrier for an amount that had been negotiated as a discount with the primary carrier. The group agreed that clearly the provider should not bill the secondary carrier for the amount that had been discounted. Neither the covered person nor the secondary carrier was liable. This agreement was later summarized in a drafting note to Subsection A. 1994 Proc. 2nd Quarter 593.

An interested party suggested an earlier version of the definition of allowable expense was not well written. At that time drafters had tried to use the private hospital room as an example of an item of expense that might not be allowed under either plan. He said it had been phrased in such a way that people got the impression it was the only exception so he suggested redrafting the definition of allowable expense to clarify the issue. 1994 Proc. 3rd Quarter 588.

In 2002, a working group was charged to review the model. The chair began by asking for comments on issues that should be considered for revision. The NAIC staff support for the group said that she had received a number of questions regarding the model with respect to certain definitions, particularly the definition of “allowable expense.” 2002 Proc. 2nd Quarter 202.
One issue raised by interested parties concerned the situation where a provider had contracts with both the primary and secondary plans and the secondary plan has negotiated fees that applied regardless of whether it paid as primary or secondary. To address this situation, interested parties suggested revising the definition of “allowable expense” in Section 3A(5)(d) to permit the provider’s negotiated fee with a plan to be the allowable expense for the secondary plan regardless of the payment arrangement of the primary plan. A regulator expressed reservation about determining allowable expense solely by what was in the provider contract. The COB model should ensure that a claimant’s out-of-pocket expenses were covered. 2002 Proc. 3rd Quarter 218-219.

Another regulator noted that this suggested revision raised two different issues. The first was to ensure that the secondary plan covered the claimant’s out-of-pocket expense. The second issue was whether the COB model should dictate what the allowable expense was, as currently in the COB model, or leave it up to provider and the plan through their contracting. A regulator from another state explained the approach his state had taken to address this problem in its recently adopted COB rule. The primary plan was responsible for paying the claim without regard to any other plan. The secondary plan was responsible for payment up to the limits it normally would have paid if it had been the primary plan, including any deductible, coinsurance or co-payment for which the covered person was liable. The fundamental rule was that the covered person should be made whole. 2002 Proc. 3rd Quarter 219.

The working group discussed comments received on the definition of “allowable expense”; specifically, a provision that stated that, when a claimant was covered by one plan that calculated its benefits or services on the basis of usual and customary fees and another plan that provided its benefits and services on the basis of negotiated fees, the primary plan’s payment arrangement would be the allowable expense for all plans. The drafting note provided that if a provider has contracts with both the primary and secondary plan, the provider could bill the higher of the two rates, if permitted by the provider’s contract. The chair questioned whether the COB model should specify what the secondary plan must pay. On one hand, the secondary plan could save money if its payment was higher than that of the primary plan, but it could hurt small carriers that were trying to build a provider network.

The group decided to include in the text of Paragraph (5)(d) language from the drafting note stating that the provider’s contract with the carrier would control what would be considered the allowable expense regardless of whatever the primary plan’s payment arrangement. A carrier’s own negotiated fee should override any other payment arrangement. 2003 Proc. 2nd Quarter 290-291.

Late in the drafting process, the task force heard from one regulator who suggested deleting the concept of “allowable expense” and replacing it with his “out-of-pocket” alternative proposal. This proposal would use a newly defined term “covered expense.” The secondary plan would pay whatever the covered person would have to pay out-of-pocket, unless there was an exception, such as a private hospital room. The secondary plan would pay the lesser of what it would have paid if it had been the primary plan or the amount the primary plan has told the covered person he or she owed (balance billed amount). The provisions in the COB model concerning allowable expense did not take into account what the provider actually billed. What the provider billed could be more than the “allowable expense.” In his opinion, if the covered person has enough insurance to pay more than the allowable expense, then that should be paid. The covered person should not have to pay that difference.

However, he noted that the provider could inflate his or her price. The problem was determining what was the “street price” or usual and customary reimbursement for the specific service provided in order to preclude provider fee inflation. 2004 Proc. 3rd Quarter 687.

Near the end of the drafting process, Paragraph (2) was added to address the possible conflict of the COB model with a provision in the recently enacted Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003 that permitted individuals to establish health savings accounts in connection with high-deductible health plans. A conflict could arise because of provisions in the COB model that permitted coordinating plans to pay all of a covered person’s allowable expenses, including deductibles. An interested party suggested that the model be revised to state that all deductibles incurred
Section 3A (cont.)

by a person covered by a primary high deductible health plan shall not be considered an allowable expense. Another interested party suggested requiring the covered person to advise the plan if all plans covering the person were high deductible plans and state that the person intended to contribute to a health savings account. 2004 Proc. 4th Quarter 737.

B. A definition of “birthday” was added for clarity because some questioned whether “birthday” included not only the month and day in a calendar year, but also the year in which the individual was born. 2002 Proc. 3rd Quarter 219.

D. A definition of “closed panel plan” was drafted in 1994. One of the questions the drafters were trying to address was how to coordinate benefits between two managed care plans requiring different actions before reimbursement could be made. As new arrangements were created for delivery of health care, some interested parties suggested a new comprehensive term, “closed panel plan,” be used rather than health maintenance organization, preferred provider organization, etc. 1994 Proc. 3rd Quarter 588.

The chair suggested that the reference to preferred provider organizations be deleted because PPOs were not closed panel plans. Another regulator suggested deleting all references to specific plans such as HMOs and exclusive provider organizations (EPOs), noting that HMOs were no longer exclusively closed panel plans. After discussion, the task force agreed to this suggestion. 2004 Proc. 3rd Quarter 687.

E. The definition was added during the revisions adopted in March 2005. 2004 Proc. 4th Quarter 742.

G. A definition of custodial parent was added in 1995 to address some concerns voiced that it was not always clear who was the custodial parent. 1995 Proc. 3rd Quarter 705.

H. During the revisions begun in 2002, a definition for “group-type contract” was added to Section 3. Staff alerted the working group to the fact that it may need to re-examine this definition because language in the definition could conflict with provisions in the NAIC Small Employer Health Insurance Availability Model Act. Provisions in that model outlined conditions when a policy will be considered a small group policy even when the policy was marketed or otherwise treated as an individual policy. 2002 Proc. 3rd Quarter 219.

I. This definition was added during the redraft completed in March 2005. 2004 Proc. 4th Quarter 742.

K. The drafting committee appointed to create the original model guidelines recommended that individual or family policies not be included in the definition of plan because of the difficulties that arose in making prompt discovery and identification of such plans. 1970 Proc. II 1204.

When drafting amendments in 1994, the working group requested input on the issue of coordination of benefits with individual policies. Interested parties recommended inclusion of individual policies. The chair asked why the NAIC had been reluctant to include individual policies in the past. One reason was that at that time lower amounts of coverage were available; group plans often provided only basic coverage, rather than the comprehensive coverage common later. Individual company writers had been against coordination, so at that time there had been a conflict within the insurance industry as to the appropriate position to take. A regulator asked if that conflict still existed, and the response was affirmative. 1994 Proc. 3rd Quarter 588.

At a later working group meeting, several members stated their reservations about including individual policies within the COB model. An insurer representative said coordination of benefits rules had been developed to eliminate over-insurance so that people would not profit from an illness. He said most insurers were of the opinion that any duplication that encouraged abuse should be eliminated. A regulator said he was not in favor of coordination because an individual purchased coverage because he anticipated getting value for his premiums; he did not think the group policy should have an opportunity to reduce its payment because of that decision. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 696.
Another insurer representative said most of the time coordination with individual policies was not an issue because premiums for individual coverage were so high there was not often duplication. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 696.

Most of the members of the working group said they felt strongly that individual policies should not be coordinated with group policies. An interested party said he thought there was a strong public interest in including individuals and pointed out that 10–12 states did include individual policies in coordination rules, and he said that was the trend. Another interested party provided a paper for working group consideration. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 681.

The interested party said the original NAIC model did not include individual policies because of opposition by large individual writers, although the only reason given in the industry report was that individual policies were difficult to discover, and that the attempt to do so could result in delays and complaints. The report indicated there was still a strong consensus that coordination ought not be allowed against a reasonable amount of truly supplemental coverage, which some policyholders choose to maintain. However with respect to major medical coverage, there had been a large shift in opinion. Full coordination was now thought by many to be appropriate. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 695-696.

The working group voted not to include individual coverage within the model, but to insert a drafting note suggesting that states that wanted to include individual coverage could consider doing so. An interested party expressed concern that, if a state tried to add provisions for individual policies, all of the necessary changes might not be made. The chair of the working group noted that a draft of the model with all those changes had been included in the December 1994 Proceedings. 1995 Proc. 1st Quarter 511-512.

When a working group was appointed in 2002 to consider revisions to the model, an interested party expressed a desire that the model be revised to coordinate with individual policies. He suggested that this could be achieved by permitting coordination only with individual policies that contained a coordination of benefits provision or limiting coordination with individual major medical policies. He stated that such a revision would also help to resolve the problem with self-insured ERISA plans where these plans were always declaring themselves secondary and not voluntarily following the order of determination rules established in the model. The chair noted that the issue of group-to-individual policy coordination had been debated during a previous revision of the model. One regulator said that his state had enacted legislation revising its coordination of benefits law to permit group-to-individual policy coordination by providing that the individual policy was always secondary. By doing this, the individual policy truly acted like a supplemental policy. This revision also resolved the problem his state had experienced with self-insured ERISA plans. 2002 Proc. 2nd Quarter 202.

At another meeting, the issue of group to individual coordination was again raised. A regulator asked if the climate had changed since the model was last revised. A representative from an insurer said that, in his opinion, nothing had changed. His company discouraged individuals from retaining their individual policies after they obtained group coverage by using the variable deductible method to determine which policy was primary. In addition, if a person had a group policy and applied to his company for an individual policy, the company would not write the policy. A regulator responded that he would prefer to reject the variable deductible method as a way to determine which policy was primary. His preference would be to have the individual policy always primary. Another regulator expressed support for including coordination for individual to group, as long as the revisions expressly stated which was primary. He opined that such a move might bolster the individual market. 2002 Proc. 4th Quarter 283.

Early in 2003, a regulator expressed concern about the working group’s decision to permit individual-to-group coordination. He stated that when the COB model was being revised in 1995 the group working on the revisions decided not to permit this. He questioned the reasoning that led this working group to now want to permit this type of coordination. NAIC staff who had worked with the 1995 drafting group confirmed that the 1995 group had had extensive discussions on whether to permit individual-to-group coordination. That working group decided ultimately not to permit such coordination based on the reasons why consumers maintained their individual coverage even when they obtained group coverage. Consumers maintained individual coverage to ensure that they have health insurance coverage when they lost the job that provided the group coverage. Because they have paid the premium for this coverage, the group working on the revisions to the COB model...
in 1995 felt that they should reap the benefit. The chair expressed an understanding for why the group working on the 1995 revisions decided not to permit individual-to-group coordination, but he also questioned whether a consumer should be able to profit from filing claims under both the individual policy and the group policy, which could happen if there was no individual-to-group coordination. The chair also noted that, although the working group has preliminarily agreed to permit individual-to-group coordination, it had not decided which coverage would be primary and which would be secondary. After discussion, the working group decided to allow for additional discussion on the issue of group-to-individual coordination when it began discussion of language that would specify which policy should be primary and which policy should be secondary.

At its next meeting, the working group again discussed individual-to-group coordination and which plan should be primary. One regulator noted that the individual paid the premium for the individual plan, whereas the employer paid most of the premium for a group plan. This was seen as a good reason to make the individual plan primary. Another regulator supported that logic, but expressed interest in knowing the effect of such a decision on the amount of premium charged. An interested party from a company selling individual coverage expressed support for making the individual plan secondary. He stated that individuals who chose to retain an individual plan despite having group coverage should not be rewarded for their anti-selective behavior. Another interested party urged the working group to consider treating an individual plan the same as a group plan. The same rules in the COB model would apply regardless of whether the plan was group or individual.

A regulator expressed concern with that approach because it would require a statutory change. She expressed some support for making the individual plan always secondary to give the fragile individual market some relief. The chair suggested that one strategy to obtain legislative approval of the suggested approach would be to assert the argument that the statutory change would prevent individuals from being enriched by receiving double payment for the same health care service expense. One regulator questioned how widespread the double payment problem was to justify revising the COB model to address it.

A consumer advocate stated that her experience had been that those who retained individual coverage even after obtaining group coverage did so because of the uncertainty of maintaining employment with an employer that offered group coverage. For the most part, these individuals did not file claims with the individual plan. She added that, if the working group decided to revise the model to permit individual-to-group coordination, such a revision could create additional coordination of benefit problems. An interested party acknowledged that the double payment problem was not widespread because few individuals retained their individual coverage after obtaining group coverage. He asserted that the working group should revise the COB model to permit individual-to-group coordination regardless of how widespread the double payment problem was as a means to control costs. Even though very few individuals obtained double payments, when they did, it cost carriers money.

At its next meeting, the working group again discussed individual-to-group coordination and whether the COB model should specify which plan was primary. A regulator suggested that the appropriate approach would be not to specify which plan was primary. Instead, the same rules outlined in the COB model would apply regardless of whether a plan was group or individual. Sometimes the individual plan would be primary and sometimes it would be secondary depending on which rule applied. After discussion, the working group agreed not to specify in the COB model which plan was primary.

Coordination has always been permitted with “group-type” contracts, which were defined as those not available to the general public and which could be obtained and maintained only because of membership in, or connection with, a group or organization. The sole fact that premiums were paid through payroll deduction did not make an individual policy into a group-type policy.

In the model originally adopted, the definition of “plan” included hospital indemnity plans that exceeded $30 a day. The plans provided a convenient means of protecting the insured against uninsured incidents of his illness, but that rationale should not be given unlimited impact, for to do so would conflict with the basic purpose of COB.
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It appeared that there was some dollar limit below which the administration of COB was inefficient. That limit was set at $30 per day in 1970, and that was changed in June 1985 to $100 per day. The intent of the NAIC was not to open up a new exemption from COB, but rather to modernize the definition of what a “small” hospital indemnity plan was. 1986 Proc. I 677.

An insurer representative suggested that indemnity policies for any amount should be added to the list of exclusions from “plan.” Another insurer pointed out that the hospital indemnity policy was not intended to pay hospital medical costs, and he did not think it was fair to coordinate with medical insurance to reduce hospital costs. Just because it was measured by the same event did not make it the same type of coverage, he opined. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 697.

When the working group decided to exclude individual policies, it still retained the $200 per day exclusion for hospital indemnity policies that had been added to the draft when the group was considering the inclusion of individual coverage. 1995 Proc. 3rd Quarter 706.

When amendments were being discussed in 2003, the definition of plan was revised to specifically delineate the types of supplemental coverages that would not be considered a plan for the purpose of coordinating benefits under the COB model. An interested party requested that the working group remove hospital indemnity coverage or other fixed indemnity coverage from being defined as a plan regardless of the amount of benefits paid. After discussion, the working group agreed. 2003 Proc. 2nd Quarter 288.

The inclusion of medical benefits provided in automobile insurance plans was supported by the major casualty insurance associations. It could be assumed that these health benefits would sometimes be substantial, making inclusion in the definition of “plan” important from the standpoint of cost and over-utilization. 1971 Proc. I 233.

Amendments adopted in 1985 made coordination possible with the medical expense benefits coverage of all automobile contracts, even those written on an individual basis. There was no logical basis for the earlier rule, which allowed coordination with no-fault policies, but not with traditional fault policies unless they were written on a group basis. 1985 Proc. II 619.

The working group discussed whether or not to continue the coordination with automobile medical coverage. An interested party said the provision had originally been added to the model at the suggestion of the auto insurance carriers. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 697.

When discussing amendments in 2003, one regulator explained his concerns regarding the treatment of medical benefits coverage in group, group-type and individual automobile “no fault” and traditional automobile “fault” type contracts (Medpay). For a myriad of reasons, he recommended that medical benefits coverage in an automobile contract should not be considered a “plan,” under Section 3K(3). A consumer should be allowed to apply and coordinate Medpay and health care coverages that would best suit his or her needs. Medpay payments would then be available for the insured’s funeral and uncovered health care expenses. 2003 Proc. 2nd Quarter 290.

An interested party said that no-fault auto policies make Medpay primary to any other health insurance coverage. Another interested party stated that the typical consumer did not know what options he might have with respect to coordinating Medpay coverage and health insurance coverage. In his experience, health care providers requested reimbursement from the Medpay coverage before any health insurance coverage because of the higher reimbursement. The consumer did not even know that this was occurring. Another interested party urged the working group to keep in mind why Medpay was primary to any health insurance coverage an individual might have. Medpay was primary because a health care provider in an emergency room setting did not have to determine whether the patient had health insurance coverage and, if there was health insurance coverage, whether that coverage provided benefits for the health care services being provided. Another not. As
such, Medpay benefits should not be exhausted in reimbursing for health care services when these benefits were needed to pay for non-medical costs. A consumer advocate urged the working group to leave the definition of “plan” unchanged because Medpay provided some form of health care coverage for individuals who did not have health insurance. An interested party said that this method of coordination had been functioning effectively. Where it did not, states made their own individual decisions and altered the language. \textit{2003 Proc. 3rd Quarter 272.}

The working group solicited comments from the property/casualty insurance industry. Their representatives spoke in support of retaining the Medpay provision in the COB model without change for the following major reasons: (1) Medpay provided first dollar coverage with a single source to look to for compensation, which would not occur if health insurer was the primary plan; (2) administrative costs would rise substantially if the health insurer was made primary and claims payments were delayed because of the need to investigate claims and verify health insurance coverage; and (3) if Medpay were not primary, there would be problems in determining the appropriate rates and premiums to charge for automobile insurance. In addition, the representatives questioned the need to change the COB model because the provisions have worked without any problems for years. A representative from a health insurance trade association expressed support for the comments made by the property and casualty insurer association representatives with respect to retaining the Medpay provision in the COB model without change. \textit{2003 Proc. 4th Quarter 531-532.}

A regulator requested additional information from the property and casualty association representatives regarding their concern with increased administrative costs if Medpay was deleted from the definition of plan. One of the insurance industry representatives responded that, under the current COB model, with Medpay being primary, the automobile insurer paid on the claim immediately without having to verify the obligations of the health insurer or having to assess the medical necessity and reasonableness of the services provided. He also noted that, instead of prompt payment for losses, automobile accident victims would have their claims payments delayed because of duplicate investigations and verifications of coverage. Eliminating the primacy of automobile coverage would generate two sets of claims and result in extra administrative costs to coordinate the two systems for determining payment. A commissioner questioned whether there had been cases where the health insurer applied its deductible after the auto insurer paid. If this happened, the consumer would not get all of the benefits that he or she was entitled to receive.

The chair stated that, as currently written, the COB model did allow for the problem cited by the commissioner to occur and that it also occurred when only health insurers were involved. He said that was one issue—what amount the secondary plan should pay on a claim—the working group was looking at and hoped to resolve as part of the revisions to the COB model. The working group decided to leave the Medpay provision in the COB model unchanged. \textit{2003 Proc. 4th Quarter 532.}

The model defined “plan” to include coverage provided through HMOs, although the drafters did identify several problems particular to coordination of benefits with and by an HMO. They identified three major problem areas: (1) HMOs did not fully understand how COB worked. Many traditional group plans also did not understand how HMOs and traditional plans could and should interrelate in a COB setting. (2) In some jurisdictions, HMOs were not subject to regulation by the insurance department. As a result, they were lawfully free to make up their own COB rules. (3) Self-referral was seen as a problem when a member of an HMO, who was also covered by a traditional plan that would be secondary, elected treatment outside the HMO. The apparent effect of that action would be a shift in responsibility from the primary plan (the HMO) to the secondary plan (the traditional plan). \textit{1985 Proc. 1 615.}

In discussing the application of COB to HMOs, the drafters pointed out that some HMOs did not fully appreciate the importance of uniformity of application of COB by all parties. On the other hand, some traditional plans did not fully understand that when they were primary, they should pay benefits to the HMO, which was the provider of services or supplies, just as they would pay benefits to any other provider. Also, some traditional plans did not fully understand that when they were secondary, they almost always had no liability, and they rarely knew how much they saved because there
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rarely was a claim. Interested parties stated that it was important that HMOs understand how COB worked when the HMO was the secondary plan. One very important feature, not always understood, was that a secondary plan may have to pay for benefits it did not usually cover if the expense was an allowable expense that was covered, at least in part, by the other plan. Paying for an expense specifically excluded by the plan was the price paid to achieve the savings through COB. 1985 Proc. I 618-619.

In order to expedite coordination with HMOs, the Health Maintenance Organization Model Act was amended to provide that, if HMOs wished to include a coordination of benefits provision, it should be consistent with the provisions in general use in the state by insurers. 1989 Proc. II 40-41, 79.

The model, as originally adopted, did not include school accident coverage at the grammar and high school level in the definition of plan. The reason for this was because this type of coverage was generally purchased by the parent as a supplement to the parent’s group coverage. 1971 Proc. I 233.

In 1985, the exception for school accident-type policies was expanded to include similar plans covering college students and students in schools above high school level. The drafters recommended coordination with all accident policies initially, 1985 Proc. I 617, but, as adopted, the regulation prohibited coordination with any of the plans paid for by parents that covered students against accidental injuries. 1985 Proc. II 620.

A regulator suggested including an exclusion from the definition of plan for long term care insurance. The working group agreed to apply the exclusion only to expenses beyond medical expenses. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 697.

The working group reviewed a report from the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) and made technical changes in response to it. In addition, the concerns of HCFA were addressed by noting in appropriate places that the COB rules did not apply where federal law provided otherwise. 1995 Proc. 3rd Quarter 696.

One regulator asked the purpose of Paragraph (4)(i). An association representative said that, when a governmental plan said that it was secondary, coordination of benefit rules cannot be used to try and make a governmental plan primary. The language was generic, without reference to specific government plans, so that the model would not need to be changed as federal law changed. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 697.

Early in the drafting of amendments that began in 2002, the working group spent a considerable amount of time discussing whether the model should permit coordination with supplemental plans. For many years the model had included a list of specified types of coverage that were not included in the definition of “plan.” Interested parties suggested that the subsection should clearly state that the definition of plan did not include coverages such as accident-only, specified disease, hospital indemnity or other coverage designed to pay the insured a fixed daily indemnity amount without regard to expenses incurred or other coverage in force. 2002 Proc. 4th Quarter 282.

A regulator spoke in support of the recommendation. He stated that coordination should be with respect to major medical policies, not supplemental plans. Supplemental coverage was designed to pay in addition to what any other coverage an insured might have had in force. He opined that requiring coordination would prevent the insured from getting his or her money’s worth from that supplemental policy. Another regulator asked if there was some threshold that could be included in the model that, if the supplemental coverage satisfied, would permit the supplemental coverage to be coordinated with a major medical policy. 2002 Proc. 4th Quarter 282.

An interested party pointed out that the model already had been prohibiting coordination with supplemental policies because most of those policies were sold on an individual basis. If the working group decided to permit individual to group coordination, the language would maintain that exception. 2002 Proc. 4th Quarter 282.
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Early in 2003, the working group discussed a proposal to Section 3K(4) by stating that the term “plan” did not include the following coverages that pay benefits regardless of other coverage in force: (1) accident-only coverage; (2) specified disease or specified accident coverage; (3) hospital indemnity or other fixed indemnity coverage; and (4) limited benefit plans. The chair expressed tentative support for the amendment, but was concerned that the listed coverages were not sufficiently comprehensive. The interested party that made the proposal stated that the list was compiled based on what was typically considered health insurance. Disability income insurance, for example, was not included. After discussion, the working group agreed, conceptually, to include the amendment, but directed NAIC staff to review the NAIC Model Regulation to Implement the Accident and Sickness Insurance Minimum Standards Model Act to determine whether additional coverages should be added and to determine whether it would be appropriate to define some of the terms used in the proposed amendment. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 197.

L. An industry trade association suggested that a definition of “policyholder” be added because the model would now apply to individual plans. As suggested, “policyholder” would be defined as the primary insured named in a non-group insurance policy. The drafting group decided to add the definition of “policyholder” and to be sure that, when the term was used substantively in the COB model, it was used appropriately. 2004 Proc. 2nd Quarter 468.

N. An interested party suggested that most of the language in the existing model did not belong in a definition and more appropriately belonged in a substantive section of the COB model, such as Section 7. Without objection, the working group adopted the suggestion. 2003 Proc. 4th Quarter 530.

Section 4. Applicability and Scope

The drafting group listened to comments as to whether to add language to the new Section 4 or whether to include information in Section 10 to clarify the date when the provisions of the COB model and any amendments would be applicable to existing plans. The task force decided to include language in Section 10. 2004 Proc. 2nd Quarter 468.

Section 5. Use of Model COB Contract Provision

B. Subsection B was added to explain the new appendix added in 1995. 1995 Proc. 3rd Quarter 707.

D. The language was adopted specifically for the purpose of prohibiting coordination with a “phantom plan”; that is, a plan under which a person was not covered, but for which he or she was eligible. 1984 Proc. II 619.

The committee report said coordination against a phantom plan would be difficult to administer, and would lead to unfortunate results as people inadvertently fell prey to its provisions. 1984 Proc. II 623.

The drafters called “always secondary” plans irresponsible and intolerable. Such an approach could never lawfully modify the provision of a plan that would be secondary following the standard order of benefit determination rules. As a result, people covered by two plans, one of which is always secondary, might find themselves with neither plan primary. 1984 Proc. II 623.

F. Drafters revising the model in 1994 struggled with the issue of coordination of benefits between two HMOs. Interested parties suggested that no coordination of benefits take place between two closed panel plans. When the NAIC model was adopted, the only closed panel plans were HMOs, but now a much larger variety existed. Regulators were initially concerned about this suggestion, but were assured that it did not happen too often. When both spouses were covered, one was more likely to choose a closed panel plan and the other an indemnity plan. The situation would only arise if both employers offered only a closed panel plan option. 1994 Proc. 3rd Quarter 588.
Section 5 (cont.)

G. The working group drafting amendments in 2003 discussed a proposed amendment to Section 5 that would add a new Subsection G prohibiting a plan from using a COB provision, or any other provision that allowed it to reduce its benefits, with respect to any other coverage its insured had that does not meet the definition of “plan” in Section 3K(3). The interested party that made the proposal explained that this amendment was being offered in the context of the working group decision to permit group-to-individual coordination. The proposed amendment merely ensured that the status quo was maintained with respect to supplemental coverages in light of the working group’s decision to permit coordination with individual policies. After discussion, the working group agreed to accept the proposed amendment. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 197.

Section 6. Rules for Coordination of Benefits

When the NAIC first considered uniform rules on coordination of benefits, it heard a report from one industry group that defined the rules in general usage at that time: (1) the benefits of a program that covered a person other than as a dependent shall be determined before benefits of a program that covered a person as a dependent; (2) benefits of a program covering the dependent of a male person were determined before the benefits of a program that covered the person as a dependent of a female person; (3) if neither (1) or (2) established an order of benefit determination, the benefits of a program that covered the person on whose expenses the claim was based for the longer period shall be determined before the benefits of a program which covered the person the shorter period of time. 1970 Proc. I 376-377.

The most difficult problem facing the drafters was the choice between proration and order of benefit determination as the method for handling the determination of benefits among carriers each of which has an anti-duplication provision. As far as the claimants were concerned, the aggregate amount of benefits produced by either method was essentially the same since the provision called for reimbursement up to 100% of allowable expense. As far as claims personnel were concerned, with adequate training either method could be used. However, more companies used the order of benefit determination at that time, so a greater number had been trained in those principles. The deciding factor was public understanding. The average person has difficulty in calculating a mathematical ratio and hence difficulty in understanding how the amount of his reduced benefit has been figured. The person could, however, generally understand the order of benefit determination system under which one carrier paid him its full benefit and the other generally paid him the difference between this benefit and his total allowable expense. 1970 Proc. II 1219-1220.

A study of employee dissatisfaction revealed a principle cause of dissatisfaction with provisions already in use was the fact that the carriers preserved their deductible and coinsurance amounts in applying the anti-duplication provisions. This left the employee with out-of-pocket expenses. The employees felt that since two premiums were paid, they should get two benefits, or at least should get the total medical expenses paid. 1970 Proc. II 1219.

In June 1985, after adoption of the revised easy-to-read version, interested parties were asked to consider a proposal for a new approach. The present system was sequential, that is, one plan paid first, and the other plan provided its benefits second. The proposal was for a proration plan under which each plan paid an equal share of the total allowable expenses. This was rejected because it would be costly and disruptive and would have no advantage to the claimant. It also created problems with a divorced parent who did not know where the other parent was, and disrupted coordination with HMOs. 1986 Proc. I 675-677.

In changing the COB rules that determined the order of benefits, it was essential that certain principles be followed. First, the rule must be simple to administer. Everyone involved—employers, claimants and health care providers, as well as insurers—must be able to instantly know whose plan paid first. Second, the rule must be free from manipulation. It must turn on a factor similar to sex in that it must be difficult to disguise. Third, whenever the order of benefit determination rules changed, there must be an orderly and foolproof way to resolve a conflict when a plan following the new rule coordinated with a plan following the old rule. Such conflicts were inevitable over a fairly long period of time, and the rule must prevent double-primary or double-secondary results in all cases. Fourth, there must be adequate time to allow insurers to revise their claim forms and electronic claim payment systems to utilize the new rule. 1984 Proc. II 621.
In 2002 a working group was assigned to revise the model. Early in 2003, the group heard a suggestion to specify how the model regulation would apply to multiple contracts providing coordinated coverage. The group agreed to include language suggested by one regulator. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 195.

B. An interested party suggested that the phrase “coordination of benefits provision” in Subsection B(1) be deleted and replaced with the phrase “order of benefit determination.” This paragraph stated that a plan that did not contain a coordination of benefits provision that was consistent with this regulation was always primary. The chair explained that, if the working group accepted the proposed amendment, instead of requiring a plan to be in compliance with the entire COB model to avoid always being primary, a plan would be required to have provisions consistent with the order of benefit determination rules in Section 6 to avoid always being primary. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 195.

A regulator suggested that there was a conflict between the provisions of Section 9B concerning the treatment of non-complying plans and Section 6B(1) concerning the treatment of plans that had order of benefit determinations that were inconsistent with the COB model. Section 6B(1) stated that a plan that did not contain order of benefit determination provisions consistent with the COB model was always primary. After discussion the task force decided to add language that would permit a plan that contained order of benefit determination provisions that were inconsistent with the COB model to be the secondary plan if the provisions of both plans stated that the complying plan was primary. 2004 Proc. 4th Quarter 737-738.

D. A phrase was added to clarify that, when making the order of benefit determination, an insurer should use the first rule that applied. This phrase had been in Appendix A but was not included in the actual regulation. 1990 Proc. II 678.

The Department of Health and Human Services communicated a desire to explore whether the COB guidelines might be an appropriate vehicle for effectuating some of the purposes of federal legislation that made Medicare secondary to coverage available to working aged. The Department of Labor was to promulgate regulations to prevent circumventing the law by offering employees inducements to reject coverage. 1985 Proc. I 633-634.

After the rule on retiree coverage was adopted, the Medicare rules changed to make a working spouse’s coverage primary to Medicare. It became unclear at that point how to coordinate between a working spouse’s plan, a retiree’s plan and Medicare. Amendments adopted in 1990 clarified the order of benefit determination in this case. 1990 Proc. II 681.

Because of concerns expressed by the Health Care Financing Administration, a technical amendment was made to the amendments adopted in June 1990. It only clarified the conditions that were necessary where Medicare was involved and contained no substantive revision. 1991 Proc. IB 655-656.

In 2002, a working group was appointed to revise the coordination of benefits model. When reviewing comments on the first draft, one association suggested a revision for Section 6D(1), which set out the order of benefit determination between the plan that covered the claimant as an employee, member, subscriber, or retiree and the plan that covered the claimant as a dependent. This provision also included language outlining the order of benefit determination if the claimant was a Medicare beneficiary. The association suggested deleting all of the language in Section 6D(1) that referred to how plans would coordinate with Medicare and other governmental programs. In its place, they suggested adding language that would state that, if the claimant was a Medicare beneficiary, the order of benefit determination would be determined under federal law or regulation. A spokesperson for the association stated that she was recommending this approach so that the COB model would not have to be amended each time there was a change in the Medicare law or regulation that affected the order of benefit determination. The chair expressed concern about simply deleting the language about Medicare coordination because then the COB model would not provide any guidance to the states as to what the coordination would be in these situations. 2002 Proc. 3rd Quarter 218.
Section 6D (cont.)

At a later meeting, this proposal was discussed again. The chair noted that some comments had been received that suggested that the language be retained to avoid the “vicious circle” problem that this language was added to resolve at the time the COB model was last revised. The “vicious circle” problem occurred when a person was covered by: (1) Medicare; (2) an employer-sponsored retiree plan; and (c) a plan as a dependent of a spouse who is an active employee. In this situation, each plan was secondary to the others in a “vicious circle.” The language in Subsection D(1) was designed to break the “vicious circle” by making the plan covering the person as a dependent primary instead of the plan covering the person as a retiree. An interested party spoke in favor of retaining the language because federal law had not been revised to incorporate the vicious circle exception. A representative from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) (formerly the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)), agreed to discuss this issue with her colleagues at CMS, who were familiar with the Medicare secondary payer rules, to determine whether this language was accurate. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 195-196.

The next draft included a drafting note accompanying Subsection D(1)(b). The drafting note explained the “vicious circle” problem and how the language in Subsection D(1)(b) addressed the problem. The working group also decided to add examples to further clarify Subsection D(1)(b). 2003 Proc. 2nd Quarter 288.

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) submitted a comment suggesting that the drafting note to this provision be revised because it did not account for an individual who was a Medicare beneficiary due to end-stage renal disease. Staff suggested solving the problem by adding language to the drafting note indicating that the drafting note was not meant to address all Medicare secondary payer rules. The working group agreed to add that language. 2003 Proc. 4th Quarter 530.

When this model was originally adopted, the order of benefit determination provided that the benefits of a plan that covered a person as a dependent of a male person should be determined before the benefits of a plan which covered a person as a dependent of a female person. 1971 Proc. I 234. As early as 1979, commissioners began questioning whether the COB guidelines as they existed were sex biased in a manner no longer appropriate. A task force was established to examine the issue. 1979 Proc. II 333.

In 1984, the NAIC adopted a change in the rule to determine the order of benefits when a claim for a dependent child was involved. Under the new “birthday rule,” the plan covering the parent whose birthday fell earlier in the year paid first, and the plan covering the parent whose birthday fell later in the year paid second. The rule solved any problems of sex discrimination that might arise under the male/female rule. The drafters also recommended a workable rule to deal with the situation where a plan that had placed the birthday rule in effect attempted to coordinate with a male/female plan. Otherwise, both plans could be secondary. The only workable, constitutional and practical solution would be to follow the male/female rule in those cases. 1984 Proc. II 617-618.

When the task force considered how to avoid concern over questions of sex discrimination, they considered numerous plans. One state tried making the primary plan the policy in effect the longest, but this was found difficult to administer. Other suggestions were: Social Security numbers of the parents; father’s plan primary for daughters, mother’s plan primary for sons; father’s plan primary for children born in even months; mother’s plan primary for children born in odd months; employers self-insuring were excess to everything. One member of the task force questioned why state regulation was necessary, and asked why the industry couldn’t determine the benefit order without state regulation. An industry response was that the companies would be subject to antitrust violations if they developed COB rules without NAIC approval. 1984 Proc. II 647.
An amendment to establish the order of benefit determination in the case of divorced parents was added in 1980. The rule provided that, if the parent with custody of the child has not remarried, the benefits of the plan of the parent with custody would be determined before the benefits of a plan that covered the child as a dependent of the parent without custody. If the parent with custody had remarried, the benefits of a plan that covered the child as a dependent of the parent with custody shall be determined before the benefits of a plan that covered the child as a dependent of the step-parent, and then the benefits of a plan that covered that child as a dependent of the parent without custody. The amendment also included a special provision for situations where a court decree established financial responsibility for a child’s health care expenses. 1980 Proc. II 592-593.

The provision regarding divorce decrees originally caused some unfortunate problems. In some cases, claim payments were delayed while carriers examined divorce decrees or argued about interpretation of ambiguous decrees. Insurance departments were often drawn into the disputes and put into the position of being asked to interpret unclear divorce decrees. A new paragraph was added to clarify the intent of the 1980 provisions, which stated that the plan of the parent with financial responsibility was primary when the decree has specific terms that the parent was responsible for the child’s health care expenses, and the carrier has actual knowledge of that fact. Once benefits were paid by any carrier without actual knowledge of such a decree, the existence of the decree was no longer relevant to determine the order of benefits for that claim determination period. 1985 Proc. I 617.

When amendments were being discussed in 1994, the chair questioned whether any of the model provisions were in violation of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA ’93). An interested party responded that there were few situations where there was coordination between two insured plans and Medicaid. He said the only part of OBRA ’93 rules where there was even a potential for conflict was in the provision about the court decrees. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 698.

By the mid-1980s, courts were more often awarding joint custody to divorced parents without specifying that either was responsible for medical care costs. In December of 1988, an amendment was adopted to use the birthday rule in this circumstance to determine which parent’s coverage is primary. 1989 Proc. I 839.

The provisions regarding dependent children were completely rewritten in 1995 to make them clearer and to address the order of benefit determination for family units that were not or had never been married. The requirements applicable to a child covered under more than one plan were expanded to specifically cover the children of unmarried parents. 1995 Proc. 3rd Quarter 698.

When the NAIC began a review of the model in 2002, the chair of the drafting group asked for suggestions for issues to consider. NAIC staff reported that she often received questions about determining the order of benefits for dependent children in situations that the model did not seem to address and questions about the model’s scope, whether it applies to group-to-individual policy coordination. 2002 Proc. 2nd Quarter 202.

The working group discussed an interested party’s recommendation that a drafting note be added to the model to explain how plans should determine the order of benefits with respect to a dependent child who was in the custody of a family member other than a parent. The existing model only referred to parents of the dependent child. The language of the drafting note would state that plans should determine the order of benefits for the dependent child as if these individuals were the parents of that child. The working group agreed to accept the suggested revision, but decided to add the language to the substantive provision of the section instead of placing it in a drafting note. This became Paragraph (2)(c) 2002 Proc. 3rd Quarter 218.

Subsection D(2)(b) was drafted to provide exceptions to the birthday rule in two situations: (1) when there was a court order that stated which parent had responsibility for health care expenses or health insurance coverage of the child; and (2) when there was no court decree specifying which parent had responsibility for the health care expenses or health insurance coverage of the child and the order of benefits was determined based on which parent had custody of the child.

Section 6D (cont.)
The working group heard a suggestion that Subsection D(2)(b) be deleted because it was unnecessary and burdensome. The interested party suggested that the “birthday rule” was the only rule needed to determine the order of benefits. The chair expressed support for this suggestion because of its ease of administration. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 196.

A regulator said that he believed some exception for a court order would have to remain. Another regulator expressed support for the simplicity of always using the birthday rule, but he was concerned about situations where the birthday rule would make the non-custodial parent’s plan primary. After further discussion the working group decided to add language to require the use of the birthday rule except where there was a court decree specifying the order of benefits. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 196.

The working group requested specific comments from interested parties on the feasibility of using the birthday rule to determine the order of benefits unless there was a court decree specifying the order of benefits. Only a few interested parties expressed support for that approach. Another option was to retain the existing language and modify it. An interested party suggested that the lead-in to the first sentence be revised to state “[u]nless there is a court decree stating otherwise” instead of “[u]nless there is a court decree specifying the order of benefits” because, court orders will specify which parent has responsibility for the health care expenses or health insurance coverage of a child, but not specify the order of benefits. Without objection, the working group adopted the suggestion. 2003 Proc. 2nd Quarter 288-289.

An interested party stated that, although a rule requiring use of the birthday rule in all circumstances appeared attractive on its face because of its simplicity, it would not work for families with complicated custody arrangements. Therefore her organization supported retention of the existing language with amendments. 2003 Proc. 3rd Quarter 273.

The provision regarding laid-off or retired workers was added to the model in 1982. Several large companies indicated a strong interest in achieving a change in the COB guidelines for the coordination of benefits between a laid-off or retired worker’s health insurance benefits accruing from a previous employment and benefits from his present employment. An industry spokesperson suggested that rather than change the rule, union agreements include a 25-hour break in coverage so the subsequent employer’s coverage would become primary. This would preserve the present uniformity of coordination procedures and prevent disruptive changes in the rules. Others pointed out potential problems with negotiating this arrangement and with preexisting condition rules. Industry also emphasized the importance of a change to the rules so that the coverage from a previous employer was always secondary. Retired/laid-off coverage must remain affordable or it would end. 1983 Proc. I 694.

The change was designed to deal with the issue of coordination between a plan covering a person as a retired or laid-off worker and a plan covering a person as an “active” worker (that is, a worker who is not retired or laid-off—as distinguished from a worker who was not disabled).

In the 20 or so years since the COB rules were developed, major changes occurred in employment practices and employee benefit plans. Employees retired at relatively young ages. Guaranteed benefits for laid-off employees became more common. Many retired and laid-off employees began new careers. These developments should not be discouraged by inequitable or ineffective use of increasingly scarce benefit plan dollars. Since an employer of an “active” worker would have the direct and immediate benefit of that worker’s productivity, that employer should be in a better position to bear the cost of primary liability for benefit plans than an employer of a laid-off or retired worker. The drafting committee was also concerned that the insured individual should never be placed in a position where each plan was secondary. Therefore, the rule would not apply if the other plan didn’t have it. 1983 Proc. I 698-699.

In June 1990 a drafting note was added after the laid-off/retiree rule to clarify its applicability to situations where the same individual was covered both as a retiree and as an active employee. 1990 Proc. II 680.
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Section 6D (cont.)

When amendments were being drafted in 1994, an insurer representative suggested that the drafting note be made part of the language of the model because this was an issue that was often misunderstood. The working group agreed to add the second sentence as part of the language of Paragraph (3) and just leave the last two sentences as a drafting note because they were phrased as an explanation. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 698.

The provision was again discussed in 2003 during a revision of the model. Staff said that a number of comments had been received on Paragraph (3) suggesting that the terms “active” and “inactive” should be deleted or, if retained, defined. She noted a suggestion from one interested party that would retain the terms, but would clarify their meaning in a drafting note. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 196.

The working group also decided to retain the language found in both Subsection D(3) and (4) addressing the situation when one plan had this rule, but another plan did not. The working group decided to retain this language because there could be some states that had not adopted either rules part of their COB law or regulation and also to cover the situation when one plan was an insured plan and the other plan was a self-insured plan. 2003 Proc. 2nd Quarter 289.

A new Paragraph (4) was added to the order of benefit determination rules as a result of the change in rules for continuation plans authorized under COBRA. It was broadly enough written to also provide for an order of benefit determination under any state plans allowing duplicate coverage. 1991 Proc. IB 656.

The purpose of the revision was to make the rules consistent for continuation coverage provided as a laid off employee, a divorced spouse or a former dependent. In all cases, the continuation plan was secondary to one covering the individual as an employee, member or subscriber. However, the continuation rule did not change any other existing rules. The coverage of an individual provided as an employer, member or subscriber (other than as a dependent) was primary to one covering him as a dependent. This meant an individual’s continuation plan would be primary to one covering him as a dependent under his spouse’s employee plan. 1991 Proc. IB 652.

The working group drafting amendments in 2003 discussed Subsection D(4) and its provisions for the order of benefits for a claimant whose coverage was provided under a right of continuation pursuant to federal or state law and who was also covered under another plan. Comments were received suggesting that this provision be amended to provide an exception for determining the order of benefits when the claimant was an employee, member, subscriber or retiree under continuation coverage. In this situation, the suggested amendment would specifically state that Subsection D(4) applied. An interested party stated that the proposed amendment would reflect what she believed was the original intent of the model regulation: that the continuation coverage always be secondary. The NAIC staff support at the time that amendment was drafted stated that the intent was that the covered person’s own coverage always be primary. A regulator expressed concern with the working group accepting an amendment that would make the continuation coverage always secondary. After discussion, the working group decided not to accept an amendment that would make the continuation coverage always secondary. The working group, however, suggested that language could be added that would clarify Subsection D(1)’s relationship with Subsection D(4), but maintain the principle that the person’s own coverage would be primary. 2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 196.

An industry trade association suggested that the definition be revised to reflect that there are other federal continuation-of-coverage laws in addition to COBRA. Instead of revising the definition, the chair suggested revising Section 6D(4) to include the phrase “or other federal law.” That suggestion was adopted. 2004 Proc. 2nd Quarter 467.

One insurance department submitted a comment suggesting that the word “successive” be added to Paragraph (5)(b) to clarify how to determine the length of time an individual has been covered under a plan for the purpose of determining the order of benefits. After discussion, the task force accepted the suggestion. 2004 Proc. 3rd Quarter 687.
Section 6D (cont.)

An insurer representative expressed a concern with a new Paragraph (6) being considered in 1995. He wanted the section to make clear that this was only applicable if both plans were subject to the regulation. He said that an ERISA plan not subject to insurance regulation often took an “always secondary” position, and he wanted the freedom to negotiate with it rather than automatically paying 50% of the cost. **1995 Proc. 2nd Quarter 556.**

A regulator suggested revising Paragraph (6) to include a method of calculating precisely the amount that each plan would pay instead of stating that the allowable expenses would be shared equally. After review and discussion of the proposed amendment, the working group decided to leave Subsection D(6) unchanged. **2003 Proc. 1st Quarter 197.**

Section 7. Procedure to Be Followed By Secondary Plan to Calculate Benefits and Pay a Claim

The benefits to be paid by the secondary carrier have undergone considerable revision over the years. The initial draft used two guiding principles. The first of these was the fact that an employer would accept an anti-duplication provision, provided it permitted his employees to recover their medical expenses. The second principle was that claims settlement should be simple. On the basis of these two principles a model provision was designed that would reimburse the claimant up to 100% of his allowable expenses, with “allowable expenses” defined in the broadest practical manner. **1970 Proc. II 1219.**

In 1984, the NAIC adopted options to be considered by the plan sponsor or policyholder to be used to contain health care costs. If a plan chose one of the alternative methods and allowed the secondary payer to pay less than 100% of the allowable expenses, the insurer was required to notify all covered persons, prior to providing coverage, that it might not be to their advantage to carry duplicate coverage. **1984 Proc. II 616.**

The amendments adopted in 1984 proposed two major changes in COB. One of these was permission for certain plans to preserve the deductibles and coinsurance features of the plan that was the most generous to the employee for the claim involved. Preservation of deductibles and coinsurance was urged by the industry as an important element in the battle to prevent the over-utilization of medical care. With perhaps half the families in the country having both spouses in full-time employment, the failure to address the problem could seriously impede effective cost care containment. The provision adopted contained provisions so that families that dropped duplicate coverage were guaranteed unrestricted reentry into a plan that had been dropped if the family subsequently lost the coverage on which it had relied. **1984 Proc. II 618.**

The alternative provisions provided for either preservation of the coinsurance amount, or a “carve-out” approach, where a secondary plan considered what it would have paid, subtracted what the other plan paid, and paid only the balance. The wording adopted provided that a plan could select one of two alternatives or a version that was more favorable to a covered person to determine the amount payable by the plan when it is secondary, that is, when it paid benefits after another plan. The first alternative provided that the benefits that would be payable under the plan in the absence of this provision, and the benefits that would be payable under all other plans in the absence of provisions of similar purpose to this provision, would be the greater of 80% of allowable expenses, or the amount of benefits that would be payable under the plan in the absence of this provision. **1984 Proc. II 646.**

The second alternative provided that the benefits that would be payable under the plan in the absence of this provision would be reduced by the benefits payable under all other plans for the expenses covered in whole or in part under this plan. **1984 Proc. II 627-628.**

An industry statement on the issue of cost containment urged the use of provisions to preserve the coinsurance and deductible. They said that, when insurance covered every penny of medical care cost, there was no incentive for anyone—not the patient, not the provider, not the government—to avoid unneeded services or to question excessive charges. **1984 Proc. II 646.**

One insurance commissioner reported on the reaction in his state when a hearing was held on the issue of the alternatives to 100% reimbursement. The general public attitude was outrage that the department would even consider such a change, even if there were a possible corresponding premium reduction. This was a very sensitive emotional issue. The general public’s
perception was that the guidelines would take away from them a health care benefit many of them considered to be vital. Other concerns raised in the hearing were the increased bad debts of hospitals, and the administrative burdens of administering varying benefit plans. The opinion was expressed that the financial savings possible were too small to justify the confusion, expense and unfavorable public image that would result. 1985 Proc. I 631-632.

In 1987, a survey was taken of the state insurance departments asking about the alternatives providing less than 100% of allowable expenses. Only 10 states responded, but 8 of them did not believe the options should be retained. The working group was directed to prepare amendments consistent with the survey results. 1987 Proc. II 742-743. After further request, 39 states responded. By a margin of 4 to 1 they were opposed to the alternatives. 1988 Proc. I 745.

The working group revised the model to remove the alternatives allowing a secondary carrier to pay less than 100% of allowable expenses and reorganized the provisions of the regulation to make it more understandable. The alternatives were originally proposed by the industry as a cost containment feature, but a state survey concluded the commissioners did not find it in the best interests of their citizens to retain the two alternatives. The task force requested that the industry provide data on the cost containment impact realized from the alternatives, but no information was provided in support of their contention. 1988 Proc. I 713.

In almost every case, the secondary plan would pay far less than it would have paid had it been the only plan providing coverage. The secondary plan was required to accumulate these “savings” during the claim determination period, which was usually the calendar year or plan year in which benefits were paid. The COB “bank” was available to reimburse the employee in full for future allowable expenses for health care services during the claim determination period. This “bank” was rarely used by medical plans that provide generous benefits. However, if there were recurrent claims, the secondary plan could have to use it when, for example, the maximum benefits available under the primary plan are used up during the period. The “bank” was never carried from one claim determination period to the next. 1984 Proc. II 621.

When the secondary payer considered the benefits it should pay, it had to understand that an “allowable expense” was any expense for necessary health care services if at least a portion of the expense was covered by the primary plan. Thus, subject to its overall maximum liability, the secondary plan might have to pay benefits for a service it did not cover if that service was covered by the primary plan. For example, if the primary plan covered nursing home care and the secondary plan did not, the secondary plan would usually have to treat the nursing home expenses not paid by the primary plan as an allowable expense. That was the price to be paid that entitled one to enjoy the savings affordable by COB. In no event would the secondary plan ever pay more in the aggregate than it would have paid had it been primary. 1985 Proc. II 624.

When the model was rewritten in 1995, significant changes were made to this subsection. The working group chair noted that the language describing the bank of benefits was not clear and asked technical resource advisors to give consideration to improving the description. 1995 Proc. 2nd Quarter 556, 563-564.

An extensive discussion was held on how to help a consumer understand the bank of benefits. The group decided to use the term “benefit reserve” to make it clearer that this was a bookkeeping entry that would return to zero at the end of the claim determination period. Procedures for the insurer to follow were spelled out in the regulation. A report prepared by an interested party noted that the benefit reserve would be used by the secondary plan to pay for expenses or services that would not otherwise be covered by the contract, so long as the item, service or expense was covered by one of the plans as an allowable expense. If the covered person’s benefit reserve was exhausted, the secondary plan’s only obligation would be to make payments for services required by its contract. 1995 Proc. 3rd Quarter 699.

When the model was being considered for revision in 2002, one regulator said he did not believe that the model needed major revisions, just tweaking in areas that could be clarified, such as the model’s benefit reserve requirements. 2002 Proc. 2nd Quarter 202.
Section 7 (cont.)

The chair asked for comments from working group members on whether the benefit resource should be retained. He noted that some states had chosen not to include it while others had. One regulator spoke in support of retaining it because without this requirement the consumer might not get the benefit from the secondary plan. The chair said that his state found it difficult to administer, and asked if it could be simplified. Another regulator suggested not changing the substantive language, but adding examples illustrating how to use it. The chair suggested that defining “benefit reserve,” coupled with adding a drafting note explaining the purpose of the benefit reserve could be one solution. An interested party suggested that, given that many states have taken different approaches with respect to the benefit reserve requirement, the working group should consider moving the benefit reserve requirement to a drafting note or making the provision an option that a state may choose to adopt or not. 2003 Proc. 2nd Quarter 289.

At a later meeting, the question again was raised whether the benefit reserve provision should be retained or deleted and, if retained, how should this provision could be revised to make it easier for secondary plans to understand how much they should pay as the secondary plan and the amount of any savings that should be put in the benefit reserve as a result of being the secondary plan. One regulator expressed support for retaining the benefit reserve provision, because the benefit reserve helped ensure that consumers got the full value of both plans. She suggested adding some examples to the COB model to assist secondary plans in complying with the benefit reserve requirement. Another regulator offered a counter-argument for deleting the benefit reserve. If plans were coordinating properly, the consumer would not pay full value for both plans because the premiums would have been reduced due to the anticipated savings. 2004 Proc. 1st Quarter 538.

An interested party said the philosophy behind having the benefit reserve requirement was to ensure that the covered person was covered 100% for all allowable expenses, including deductibles and co-payments. He noted, however, that the problem with the benefit reserve provision was that plans were not equipped to administer it properly, particularly with respect to small claims. An interested party restated her organization’s recommendation for deleting the provision. Many states did not require plans to establish a benefit reserve because it was too difficult and too costly to administer. Another interested party questioned the provision’s value in relation to the cost to plans in administering it and its benefit to consumers. He stated that few consumers are in the position to utilize the benefit reserve provision. 2004 Proc. 1st Quarter 539.

The task force members again discussed the benefit reserve requirement in Section 7. The group reviewed three options: revise the existing model to make the requirement clearer, make the requirement optional or delete the benefit reserve. A regulator opined that the second option would not require the secondary plan to go back to review previous claims to determine the benefits to be paid. In his opinion, the procedures outlined in the second option were what plans were actually doing. Regulators again reviewed reasons for deleting the requirement entirely: the benefit reserve requirement had not been adopted by a significant number of states, self-insured plans did not use it and it was costly to administer. On the other side, one regulator said he would support retaining the requirement in order for the consumer to get the full benefit of both plans. Another regulator questioned whether the costs of administering the benefit reserve requirement were offset by the benefit reserve payout that consumers may receive in a small number of cases. Another member of the group suggested that the second option resolved part of the administrative cost problem by allowing plans to keep a running total instead of having to go back and review previous claims. If the second option were adopted, the greatest administrative costs that plans would incur would be start-up costs. The chair requested comments from interested parties on the administrative cost issue. One trade association representative indicated that the administrative costs were extremely high. Member plans reported that running and maintaining benefit reserve systems was labor intensive because, while some of the systems are automated, some still required substantial manual review of claims. The task force voted to delete the benefit reserve requirement. 2004 Proc. 2nd Quarter 468-469, 499, 502.

At the next task force meeting, one regulator questioned whether language needed to be added to this section to ensure that any amounts paid by the primary plan on a claim were credited toward the deductible of the secondary plan. 2004 Proc. 3rd Quarter 688.
Section 7 (cont.)

The task force received a comment concerning language in this section that would require the secondary plan to credit any amounts that the primary plan paid on the claim toward the secondary plan’s deductible. The comments stated that the secondary plan should be required to credit toward its deductible the amount it would have paid in the absence of other health care coverage. The task force adopted a revision to Section 7 to require the secondary plan to credit any amounts it would have paid in the absence of other health care coverage toward its deductible. Staff noted a technical change that needed to be made to this section for clarity. The intent of the section was to ensure that the total amounts paid by all plans on a claim did not exceed 100% of the total allowable expense. The task force agreed to the technical change. 2004 Proc. 4th Quarter 738.

Section 8. Notice to Covered Persons

To address the concern that an individual might not understand the benefit reserve, an extensive discussion was held on how to make a consumer aware of the opportunity for payment of bills through the benefit reserve. It was agreed to add a new Section 8 to the model providing that a plan should, in its explanation of benefits, give notice that other benefits might be available, so all claims should be filed with each plan. 1995 Proc. 3rd Quarter 696.


A. When a traditional plan coordinated with an HMO and the traditional plan was primary, it paid its regular benefits to the HMO just as it would have done with respect to any other provider. The reasonable cost value of the services was considered an allowable expense. The primary plan’s standards of what charges were reasonable and customary or usual and prevailing also apply. 1985 Proc. I 619.

One of the issues considered in drafting amendments in 1994 was how to deal with a situation where an HMO was primary and the secondary plan does not know what value to use for coordination. Interested parties said that the closed panel plan should have a fee schedule to set a reasonable cost value for its services to use as an amount for coordination of benefits. 1994 Proc. 3rd Quarter 588.

B. The NAIC recognized early the difficulties that arose when a regulated plan attempted to coordinate benefits with a self-insured plan or other plan not subject to insurance department regulation. Although some urged that no attempt be made to coordinate benefits with a self-insured plan, the drafters recommended that the NAIC recognize the danger to both state regulation and the insurance business in requiring insurers to pay full benefits in the presence of a self-insured plan. The NAIC should adopt a policy of encouraging self-insurers to follow the COB provision in administrating any over-insurance provision in their respective plans so as to minimize the necessity for regulated insurers having to pay primary benefits when they would otherwise be in a secondary position. Otherwise a further incentive was created for employers to self-insure, and for those who were presently self-insured to remain so. 1970 Proc. II 1204-1205.

To address the problem of the unregulated plan that declared itself to always be secondary or excess, the task force recommended the following procedure: a group contact complying with the COB rules should determine its primary or secondary position according to these rules. If it was primary, it should pay as it would ordinarily in the primary position. If it would ordinarily be considered secondary under these rules, the carrier should make every effort to coordinate in the secondary position with benefits available through such excess plans. But if the other carrier was unwilling to provide the necessary information, the carrier might be required to assume the primary position because it has no legal authority to do otherwise. 1970 Proc. II 1205.

Interested parties endorsed an approach that protected the insured person from the danger of a double secondary position created by the irresponsibility of an uninsured plan that declared itself always secondary. Nevertheless, they expressed concern that this protection would encourage uninsured plans to maintain their always secondary position because they knew the insurance department would force insurers to assume the responsibility of primary coverage. To avoid this, the guidelines were changed to provide that the secondary plan could reduce its benefits to the level it would pay in the secondary position. Section 9B (cont.)
If governing state law allowed subrogation in this instance, the complying plan could advance an amount equal to its primary benefits, less what it already paid. This subrogation right would be the rights the insured person had under the contract with the noncomplying plan, assumed only after the complying plan had advanced full benefits to the insured person. **1985 Proc. II 618.**

C. The task force recognized that the concept of coordination of benefits was separate entirely from the matter of subrogation since they were two different mechanisms. If subrogation was to be used, it should not be used as part of, or confused with, coordination of benefits. **1970 Proc. II 1205.** The right of subrogation varied quite widely from the so-called “classic” type that was recognized under the common law in some states to specific contractual provisions for personal injuries. **1971 Proc. I 235.**

The model originally adopted contained a small claims waiver. It urged carriers to waive the investigation of possible other coverage for COB purposes on claims less than $50 to avoid payment delays. Furthermore, the cost of the additional administrative work might well exceed the share of the small claim attributable to over-insurance. **1971 Proc. I 235.** This provision did not appear in the “easy-to-read” version adopted in 1985 because it was not considered appropriate for a regulation, but rather was guidance for claims personnel. **1985 Proc. II 627-638.**

D. In 1995 an amendment was adopted that said that if the carriers could not agree which plan was primary, the two plans should split the cost and then determine the liability of the companies. **1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 698.**

**Section 10. Effective Date for Existing Contracts**

The drafters of the original regulation saw that no useful purpose would be served by disrupting contracts in force by retroactive imposition of the COB requirements. Therefore, they suggested the rule apply to a contract on the next anniversary or renewal date of the insurance contract or the expiration of the collectively bargained contract. **1970 Proc. II 1205.**

When amendments were being drafted that would allow individual to group coordination, the working group discussed a delayed effective date. After discussion, the group decided to permit a one-year delay to allow insurers to come into compliance. **2002 Proc. 4th Quarter 283.**

The drafting group listened to comments as to whether to add language to the new Section 4 or whether to include information in Section 10 to clarify the date when the provisions of the COB model and any amendments would be applicable to existing plans. The task force decided to include the language in Section 10. **2004 Proc. 2nd Quarter 468.**

An interested party suggested that Section 10 should include language to address what would happen during the period when one plan was subject to the old COB model requirements and the other plan was subject to the new COB model requirements. After some discussion, the task force agreed that transition language was needed. **2004 Proc. 4th Quarter 738.**

**Appendix A.**

An appendix containing information on coordination of benefits was included with the original model. It contained information to distribute to members of a group to explain the concept of COB and how the provisions worked, complete with examples. **1971 Proc. I 237-249.**

When the model was revised in 1987, the provisions to be included in an informational brochure to the policyholders were again made an appendix. The group considered attaching the explanatory brochure with examples but deleted it from the exposure draft, since it did not totally reflect current market practices. **1988 Proc. I 713.**
Appendix A (cont.)

The text of a group contract’s COB provision could be changed to fit the language and style of the rest of the contract, or to reflect the differences between plans that provided services and plans that indemnified or reimbursed expenses. However, substantive changes are not allowed, except as permitted by the regulation. 1985 Proc. 1 617.

When the model was considered for amendments beginning in 2002, staff noted that written comments had been submitted suggesting revisions to Appendix A of the model, which set out model COB contract provisions. The suggested revisions generally involved revising language in Appendix A for clarity so that the provisions could be understood by laypersons. 2002 Proc. 2nd Quarter 202.

Appendix B

One of the regulators drafting amendments in 1994 suggested adding an Appendix B that contained a generic form with general information on coordination of benefits. He said this could be used by the states and the companies for a brochure to explain coordination of benefits. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 698.

An interested party said that early NAIC models had contained such information, but at that time coordination of benefits was a new concept. He said that in the 1980s when the model was revised, that provision was deleted as not being necessary. A regulator responded that he worked with consumers every day and was aware that many of them did not understand coordination of benefits. He said examples and an explanation in simple language would be very helpful. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 682.

He said examples and an explanation in simple language would be very helpful. 1994 Proc. 4th Quarter 682.

Appendix B was amended along with the other changes that were adopted in March 2005. 2004 Proc. 4th Quarter 760-761.

Chronological Summary of Action

December 1970: Original model adopted in the form of a series of guidelines for insurers and others.

June 1980: Added a section to deal with the issue of coordination between plans of divorced parents.

December 1982: Added a section to change the order of benefit determination when an individual was covered both as an employee and as a retired or laid-off person (or as a dependent under these policies).

June 1984: Rule for determining primary coverage for a dependent changed so that, rather than the father’s policy being primary, the birthdays of the parents would determine which was primary. Provisions added to provide for less than 100% coverage by preservation of coinsurance and deductibles.

June 1985: Model extensively revised to make it easier to read.

December 1987: Again the model was rearranged in an attempt to make it easier to read. Provisions providing for less than 100% coverage options removed.

December 1988: An amendment was added to determine the primary carrier when divorced parents are given joint custody. A cost containment provision allowed preservation of cost containment incentives when the primary plan provided for second surgical opinions, precertification, preferred providers network, etc., and stated that these differentials need not be considered allowable expenses.

June 1990: Amended order of benefit determination with regard to Medicare recipients with working spouses.
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Chronological Summary of Action (cont.)

December 1990: Technical amendment to rule regarding Medicare recipients with working spouses. Adopted new order of benefit determination rule for continuation coverage.

December 1995: Entire model revised to clarify wording. Provisions added to require no coordination between two HMOs, to create a fall-back position when insurers could not agree on which was primary, and to address the issue of parents who had never married. Section 8 was added to the model, and a new Appendix B was created.

March 2005: Model revised to clarify and simplify wording. Coordination of benefits made applicable to individual, as well as group, plans. Provisions related to benefit reserve were deleted.